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Comment

Africa: The case for
debt cancellation
H

ans

Morgenthau describes the

main

of

characteristics

Economic

Imperialism as being
hand, to
changing
the power relations between the
imperialist nation and others and, on
the other hand, to do so not through the
conquest of territory but by way of
its

“tendency,

on the one
overthrow the status quo by

economic control”.
This is

a

statement that comes to

mind

when

analysing the issue of the debt
burden in Africa. While Morgenthau’s
first characterisation may not correctly
describe the situation, he eloquently
captures it with the latter.
The continued debt overhang is less
about changing the status quo rather than
to maintain it. But it is certainly about
maintaining it not through the conquest
of territory, but by way of economic
control. Otherwise, how else can one

interpret the insistence by the rich
countries that, inspite of all evidence to
the contrary, African countries should still

aside

set
to

some

of their meagre resources

pay for their external debt?
Economic control of weaker countries
take different forms. The most

glaring
they
must meet their external debt obligations,
while knowing that realistically, they can
can

in modem times is to demand that

not. The intended

nations

effect is that the debtor

constantly reminded of the
sovereignty, which if
they insist in exercising, they know too
are

limitations of their

well that it remains

more

in their

own

mythology than in the reality of the
struggle for power that is the main
characteristic of international politics.
The origins of the debt crisis in Africa
are many. One, is that part of the debt was
contracted when some of today’s nation
states were

still colonial territories. In

a

number of cases, the money was borrowed
in order to step up the efforts by the

colonial

authorities

to

independence from becoming
The second

reason

is that

prevent
a

reality.

as

Africa

has

traditionally been a supplier of raw
materials and importer of manufactured
goods, its economy could not be sustained
in

a

the
are

situation where it has

prices of its

no

control

own commodities,
far bellow what it has to pay

over

which
for its

imports.
SAPEM SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER 2(M)0

Third, the need to address such social
and economic distortions caused by
colonialism forced

a

number of African

led to

Often

as a

matter

of convenience, it

is

tempting to oversimplify issues,
attributing Africa’s excessive debt burden
to excessive government economic
controls over the past 30 years or so,
corruption and gross economic
mismanagement.
Whereas the critics may be right to
blame the problems on corruption and
mismanagement,
the
issue of
government controls is overemphasised
if

one

is to consider the state of Africa’s
economy, characterised as
and still is - by colonial induced

post-colonial
it

was

-

social and economic inequalities, which
could not be addressed by the adoption
of

private sector led policies.
It is generally recognised that in

moments

of crisis,

faced the

majority of African countries

in the immediate

such

as

the

one

that

post-independence

some level of public sector
intervention is necessary in order to bring

period,

normality to unstable private markets and
protect the national Interest. Even in

to

the

more

advanced countries of the

capitalist world, faced with such crises
in the past, conservatives had to set aside
their ideological preference for market
mechanisms in favour of government
intervention. Witness the fuel crisis in

Europe, where the French government
was

forced to undertake to cut taxes in

order to avert

a

catastrophe, while in

Britain, the Conservative Party has been
calling on the Labour government to
follow suit.

Similarly, following the world
began in the
late 1970s and prevailed throughout the
1980s, intensifying the debt crisis of
many developing countries, a number of
African governments were forced to step
in to determine, for example, the
distribution of foreign exchange in
accordance to national priorities. During
that period, the private sector in many
countries shrank in comparison to the
public sector, which was a result of
economic recession which

widespread bankruptcies.

This is the context within which the

countries to

adopt policies which,
although necessary, could not be
sustained financially in the long run.

expensive credit and generally

scarce,

non-conducive business conditions that

debt crisis in Africa should be

current

ascertained;
are no

a

crisis from whose exit there

realistic

options except its total

cancellation.
This is

issue that has

gained
recognition even among the more
developed countries of the world. Which
is why a number of initiatives to that end
have been put forward, including the
Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC)
initiative. But as has been pointed out by
a broad category of scholars, including
some
one

an

in the West, the HIPC initiative is
measures that

of those half-hearted

is least

likely to solve the problem.

The

HIPC

initiative,

as

other

proposed before it, bas focused
mainly on the relationship of debt to
exports. But the folly of this approach is
that by establishing ratios of export
earnings to debt servicing, it pays little
attention if any at all - to the real ability
of governments to meet urgent social
needs while servicing insurmountable
debts. The capacity to re-pay must not be
judged by the amounts earned from
exports, but by taking into account what
alternative funds governments have at
their disposal in order to meet the
growing social needs at home.
One of the problems with the HIPC
initiative is that it gives the IMF excessive
powers in the determination of which
countries to qualify and the conditions
under which such qualification must be
attained. But as a study by experts at the
Harvard University’s Centre for
International Development notes, “the
IMF has no expertise in dealing with
issues of public health, nutrition,
immediate food security, the HIV/Aids
epidemic, and other critical social issues
in need of budgetary expenditure ...” The
study concludes: “When the IMF renders
measures

-

a

decision

service

a

whether a government can
debt, it gives little if any

on

attention to whether the health

care

system has collapsed, whether children
are

being vaccinated, or whether the HIV/
epidemic is being attended

Aids

to”!
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The

plight of the people

Corruption

of Sudan
I would like to

use

the

good services of

looted with
than 17

of Sudan.

has failed to

For

than 17 years.

Garang looks

our

Bona

slaves

Nairobi

in

resources,

Northern

Sudan;

principally oil,

are

our

being

on.

point out in a clear way
people are dying for liberation yes; but what kind of
liberation have these young people died
for? And towards what final goal are
the people being led?
what

Col. John
Garang has led a bloody war in which
over 2.5 million of our
people have died
and nearly 5 million of them are either
internally displaced or live abroad as
refugees. Countless numbers of our
people are languishing in bondage as
more

impunity

- while Col.
Above all, for more
years as a leader. Col. Garang

your publication to alert the world about
the plight that has befallen the people

and the laws
of supply and
demand
The

recent

revelations

by
Transparency International about the
state of corruption in the world need
a comment.

Corruption does not occur in a
vacuum. People are not bom corrupt,
nor are they inherently given to
corruption. The point that needs to
be emphasised is that corruption goes

Wangwe
,

Kenya

in both directions. At

we

certain act. At the other end, there is
the person who is willing to engage

matters of life and death

in such

For

more than two decades experts have gone out of their way to
prove the
inextricable link between HIV and Aids. Two decades later we have a politician in

of South African president Thabo Mbeki - who is not known for his
knowledge - telling the world that HTV has nothing to do with Aids. While
Mbeki and his team of experts are certainly entitled to their opinion, unless they
can scientifically demonstrate their
newly found theory, they will in the opinion of
the rest of the world remain nothing more than mere charlatans. At a time when a
single epidemic is responsible for almost completely wiping out an entire generation,
politicians’ manipulation of facts is what our societies least hope for.
name

medical

Vusi

end

who demands to be
corrupted in order to perform a

Mbeki’s flirtation with

the

one

have the person

practice to extract something

from the corrupt person. There is
therefore a situation of supply and

demand. In such conditions, and as
the laws of supply and demand

dictate, the price plays a major role.

Manfredi Tanzi
Milan

Italy

Hlatshwayo

Cape Town
South Africa
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Perspectives

An American election
Tajudeen Abdul-Raheem

T

he

presidential election in the

US is still

more

than two

months

away, yet one is
already too saturated with any
coverage of it. This is always due to
the fact that the campaigns are
usually on, more than a year before

the actual elections. The media
obsession with the

long primaries, small

Mondays and Super Tuesdays, copious
opinion polls, guesswork and pundits’
pontification about the chances of
candidate X or Y against A or B party
put many people in the ring side of the
American political brawl. Thanks to the
American domination of global media.
It is not just American domination of
the media that forces interest in these

while

supporting Unita’s war against the
people of Angola. On the other hand, A1
Gore’s running mate, Joe Lieberman, is
a

democrat known for his conservative

religious sensibilities and moral stand
without the usual wishy-washy liberal
ambiguities. Were both mnning mates to
candidates in elections in countries
where the West has its fashionable fear
of

religious extremism, especially its

morbid fear of Islamic fundamentalism.
Western journalists would have been

quick to call both of them political
extremists that will endanger democracy.
But because it is America there

different

names

balanced ticket

for them. It is
on

a

are

sign of

either side. Both

vice

presidential candidates, we are informed,
are only trying to shore up the right wing
factions of their parties since they are
more centrist politicians. Considering
that both parties are so alike in policies,
this argument may be a distinction
without a difference. This campaign is
also blowing away a few myths about
electoral processes in the West compared
to the so-called developing world. In
Africa, for instance, many analysts are
quick to point to two factors in analysing
elections: ignorance of the electorate and
ethnic, religious or regional divisions.
We are told time and time again that it is
the ignorance of our electorate that makes
our politicians get away with bribery in
exchange for votes or outright rigging.
But while brazen rigging is now not that

main

common

campaigns, but also the fact that
America is the sole remaining super
power, for the time being. It will not
remain like this forever, since

world

history is replete with “the rise and fall
of great empires’’. However, while the
American di.sputed hegemony is in place,
whatever happens

in that country gets a
disproportionate interest across the
world. Thus electing the President of the
United States is given the status of a
shadow president of the World.
These American elections

are

very

strange. The more you see on television,
the

more you read or hear about it
less you understand. Otherwise why
media frenzy about the choices for

the
the
the

presidential candidature by the two
candidates, vice president A1 Gore
(Democrats) and George W. Bush
(Republicans). It is as if the election is
for the vice presidency, not the real thing.
Both candidates chose older men

as

if to

of
the frivolous scandals of the Clinton
White House will be avoided by having
reassure

American voters that

either of these
over

some

greying Mzees watching

the Oval Office from the West Wing

in the West, the undemocratic
role of the media, expensive advertising
and skewed

opinion polls

are indirect
interference with the choices of the
electorate. As for bribery,

it takes place
only that unlike in Africa where salt,
sugar, a few yards of Bitenge, etc; are
used to court voters, the objects are more
sophisticated in the West. Voters are
bribed with mortgage rates, interest rates,

running mates have solid
conservative credentials in their political
acumen. Dick Cheney (Bush’s running

lower taxes, draconian law and order
issues (for the rich) and welfare, jobs,

hawkish Cold War veteran

spite of all these the records of actual
voting by registered voters have been on
the decline in many Western countries,
including America. Yet no NGOs have

windows. Both

mate)

was a

who

began his career in Nixon’s
disgraced White House and opposed
sanctions against apartheid South Africa
SAPEM SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER 2000

school vouchers, etc.

(for the poor). In

been

advocating for civic education
projects to educate them as you find in
every election on this continent often with
support from Western governments and
agencies. It will seem that those who do
not vote

in Africa

are

not the so-called

uneducated masses, but the educated

people. How many of the civic educators,
journalists, academics, professionals,
students, ‘enlightened’ city dwellers
really vote in our elections? The other
issue is ethnic, racial, regional or
religious biases. Bush and Gore took all
these into consideration in choosing their
running mates. And it is crystal clear that
in this election the attitudes of Americans
to

Jews, African-American and Hispanic

votes

will decide the balance of votes.

Gore bowed to the power

of Jewish

money and influence and hoped that the
under current of anti Jewish sentiments
in America will be

outweighed by the
gratitude for the economic
achievements of the Clinton regime.
On his part Bush is counting on his
marital and family links to HispanicSpeaking Americans, polishing up his
Spanish and wheeling out his nephew

electorate’s

whose mother is Honduran to the booth.
The balance in

a

very

tight election may

be held

by African Americans who
traditionally vote for the Democrats and
have reasons to be grateful to the Clinton/
Gore White House for the unprecedented
visibility of Blacks in the US
government. While the majority may not

republican, a fact alluded to by the
Afncan American former chairman of the
vote

joint chiefs of staff. General Colin Powel
(when he appeared on the Republican
Convention platform and criticised the
Republicans for ignoring Black issues
and voters), they may stay away
altogether if they put the Jewish issue
above everything else. The Black power
Nation of Islam has called for
million

a

two

family march in Washington in

October, just two weeks from the Polls.

Following the success of the one million
man march in 1995, it will be interesting
to see how the two candidates ingratiate
themselves to that controversial African-

American, leader of the Nation of Islam,
Louis Farakhan ®
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Cover Story
Africa

Burdened
and

by debt
poverty

Fernando Goncalves

A

frica’s external debt has become

a

favourite

subject of discussion at almost every international
forum these days. Conceptually, one would argue
that such huge financial obligations for countries too poor
to sustain even the most basic needs of their
growing
populations are simply too great to be allowed to continue.
The reason is simple: with the magnitude of debt that
Africa has

to

shoulder, it is

difficult to fathom how the
continent can realistically hope
to win the war against poverty
and begin to compete in a global
economy that has, by
been so hostile to it.

tradition,

Right from the outset, it is

At independence, many countries adopted re-distributive
policies, which were aimed at reversing the colonial-induced
imbalances and to improve the living conditions of their
people. But as the structure of their production remained
unchanged, it meant that they could not produce goods in
sufficient quantities and competitive quality that would allow
them to export and generate adequate foreign currency to
finance such often expensive

social
and
economic
transformation programmes.
This was worsened by the fact

that,

as
exporters
of
unprocessed goods, they had to
contend with the prices offered
by cartels in the developed

safe to argue that Africa’s
external finance problems are the

countries,

result of the structure of its trade
in the world economy in general,

commodities.
In many cases,

and its

place as a commodity
producer in particular. These
factors are compounded by the

contain

adverse effect of Northern

of

(industrialized

countries)
macroeconomic policies, which
tend to view and dictate the rules
of conduct in the world economy

according to their own terms.
In general, the economic
structure

in

countries

was

most

African

which

international

control

trade

in

the need to
prices and thus

maintain lower inflation rates
led to the adoption of a number

policies, which included
price controls and heavy
subsidies. Goods imported at
higher
prices,
notably
petroleum products, were sold
domestically at bellow cost,
which meant that for a long
time governments

had to face

high budget deficits which
were
sustained
through
borrowing. However, the
economic condition of the
shortcoming of these policies
continent.
is that they were applied in a
Most African colonial
non-discriminatory manner,
economies were structured in a With poverty growing at such an aiarming rate, many
often resulting in governments
way that made them net exporters African nations cannot afford to pay their debts,
providing subsidies even to
of raw materials for the development of industries in their
those segments of society, which needed them least.
For ex/.mple, for the past 20 years Zimbabwe was selling
respective metropoles. In turn, they imported finished goods
produced with the raw materials that they supplied, at a much
petroleum products at prices bellow cost. This may have
higher price. This system of skewed economic relations was
helped to provide cheap transport for the public and reduce
instrumental in sustaining jobs in the European countries,
the cost of production to contain inflation. But the policy was
while guaranteeing them a steady flow of capital from the
also a kind of subsidy to wealthy farmers, some of whom
purchases made by the colonies.
produced nothing but high yield export crops such as tobacco,
The few industries that existed in the colonies were mainly
and fresh flowers and vegetables for rich consumers in Europe.
meant for import substitution to make the life of the few settlers
Heavy subsidies were also channeled to loss making
as comfortable as possible, but not for exports.
parastatals such as airlines, electricity suppliers and
primarily built
during the colonial era, and todate it has continued to shape the

6
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Cover Story
telecommunications, which mostly benefited the urban
middle classes, not necessarily the poor.
This is where the problem began to compound itself.
Unable to generate enough foreign exchange, and faced with

on the debtor countries, but
also on the creditors themselves, since repayment obligations

imposing major costs not only
on

poor

countries have had the effect of disrupting their

the

economies, thus reducing their capacity to buy more.
From the late 1980s, international economists have

no

advocated for

growing needs of their populations, many countries had
option but to turn to the West for assistance, in the form of
borrowing.
borrowed from outside
expenditure, not
for investment in the productive sector. So, unable to generate
enough resources to pay back their loans, most African
However, most of the

were

resources

used to finance the deficit on recurrent

a debt trap. It functions somehow like this:
country is unable to service and repay its debt. In order to

process

of

of the

principal owed, exit bonds with sub-market interest
buy-backs at a discount relative to face

a

However, the seriousness ofAfrica’s debt problem requires
action that is not complacent

collective and comprehensive

with such half measures. The

receiving more than it is paying, but in reality, what it gets in
the form of net foreign resources is much less compared to
the growing needs that it faces at home.
In such a scenario, what has been happening is that
creditors have simply made additional temporary loans or
lengthened maturities to overcome the temporary liquidity
problems faced by the debtor countries, and rather than
diminishing, the debt has simply escalated, as countries end
up paying more in interest and amortization on old loans than
they receive in new loans from bilateral creditors, the World
Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and private
creditors. At the same time, their productive structure and
capacity to export in order to generate enough resources for
their external operations remain unchanged. Technically, that
amounts to insolvency.
It is now recognised that many African countries can not
simply pay back their loans, and that the debt overhang is

and

Angola

10 612 000 000

Highly Indebted Poor Countries

(HIPC) initiative being led by the IMF and the World Bank,

supported by the Group of Seven highly industrialised
designed to relieve the debt of the beneficiary
countries than to enable them to repay it, as demonstrated by
the stringent conditions required to qualify. Increased access
countries is less

to

rich countries’ markets, finance and total debt cancellation

is what African countries need the most.
But this

happen for as long as rich countries
protectionist trade policies, say in
agricultural products and textiles, areas in which most of the
can

not

continue to maintain their

continent’s poor

countries often have

a

comparative

advantage. For example, huge subsidies (estimated at US$300
billion a year) offered to farmers in rich countries make
Africa’s agricultural exports almost impossible.
For most African countries the debt burden has meant that

governments are unable to cope with the basic needs of their
populations, particularly in the provision of social services
such as education, health and social security, the first areas

Dimensions of the Sub-Saharan African Debt Crisis: External Debt,
External Debt

countries’ debt reduction

rates, as well as debt
value.

repay that debt plus interest, the country borrows from other
creditors with interest. In the end, it appears the country is

Country

poor

a number of mechanisms that include rescheduling
such debts at sub-market interest rates, cancellation of part

through

countries fell into
a

a

By Country (1996)
External Debt

Country

US$

us$

654 000 000

Lesotho

Madagascar

4 175 000 000

Malawi

2 312 000 000

1 294 000 000

Mali

3 020 000 000

Burundi

1 127 000 000

Mauritania

2 363 000 000

Cameroon

9 515 000 000

Mauritius

1 818 000 000

997 000 000

Mozambique
Niger
Nigeria

5 842 000 000

206 000 000

Rwanda

1 594 000 000

Benin

613 000 000

Botswana
Burkina Faso

211 000 000

Cape Verde
Central African

Republic

Chad:
Comoros
DRC

Congo
Cote d’Ivoire

Dijbouti
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea

Ethiopia
Gabon

Gambia

928 000 000

12 826 000 000

Sao Tome and

1 557 000 000

31 407 000 000
1 034 000 000

Principe

261 000 000

Senegal
Seychelles

3 663 000 000

241 000 000

Sierra Leone

1 167 000 000

282 000 000

Somalia

2 643 000 000

5 240 000 000
19 713 000 000

46 000 000
10 077 000 000
4 213 000 000

452 000 000

Sudan
Swaziland

148 000 000

16 972 000 000
220 000 000

Tanzania

7 412 000 000
1 463 000 000

3 674 000 000

Ghana

6 202 000 000

Togo
Uganda

Guinea

3 240 000 000

Zambia

7 113 000 000

Zimbabwe

5 005 000 000

Guinea-Bissau
Source: World Bank Debtor
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to suffer

budget cuts when resources are scarce. For example,

while the French

German governments

spend on average
some US$2 500 per citizen
annually on health, Kenya - a
reasonably well off country by African standards - spends
or

US$8.
Also, the system of offering new loans to offset the old

commodities such

minerals and

agricultural products,
extremely vulnerable to world price shocks
determined by the major consumer countries in the developed
which

as

are

world.
For Africa to become

a

viable

player in the

new

global

ones

economy it needs increased flows of trade and investment from
the developed countries, so that exports of value added products

a

can

simply does not work, in a situation where the IMF plays
disproportionately significant role in determining the credit
worthiness of nations and their eligibility for further resource
inflow.
When a country is in trouble with its debt repayments, the
IMF declares it credit unworthy. That results in blocking the
disbursement of funds by other creditors, including the World
Bank and bilateral donors. In turn, that leads to a dramatic

worsening of the country’s budget situation, followed by a
long and often tortuous process of negotiations for the
resumption of balance of payments support. As these
negotiations drag on - sometimes for years - government
services collapse, and institutions such as those responsible
for health delivery break down. These problems are not so
much of

concern to

the IMF when it has to decide

on a

country’s aid requirements and its capacity (or lack of it) to
meet its debt servicing obligations.
By 1997, Africa’s total foreign debt stood at some US$315
billion. With the continent suffering from lack of significant
investment inflows, and unable to fetch higher prices for its
raw materials, the situation could only have worsened over
the past three years. Only 2 percent of global capital flows
reach African countries.
The debt burden is

causing serious dislocations in most of

Sub-Saharan African economies, which is why progressive
forces have stepped up their efforts to have most of Africa’s

foreign debt written off.
Last year, a bill sponsored by Jesse Jackson Jr., a member
of the US house of representatives for the State of Illinois,
called

on the US government to cancel all bilateral debt owed
by African countries. If enacted into law, the bill will
comply the US government to instruct its representatives to

to it

the IMF and the World Bank to advocate for full debt
cancellation for African countries, and to oppose any

agreement that would require African governments to devote
more than 5 percent of export earnings to debt servicing.
This would give a breathing space for countries such as
Mozambique, which have on average spent over 20 percent
of their export earnings on debt servicing.
“To require African nations to compete in the global
economy, while burdened with this debt is like throwing a
person into the deep end of a pool with a tonne of lead weights
chained to their ankles,” says Jackson.
Advocates of debt cancellation say this would not be
unprecedented. They point out that the US was persuaded to
reverse a demand that Germany pay 10 percent of its post
World War II export earnings to repay debts owed prior to
the war. Germany successfully negotiated for annual payments
of less than 3 percent of its export earnings.
They further insist that the development of Africa’s full
economic potential will be highly compromised, with serious
negative consequences to the world economy, for as long as
the continent remains asphyxiated by its unsustainable debt
obligations. This is a debt that has been paid many times over,
but which continues to be compounded by interest and new
loans to pay interest of old loans.
The reality facing Africa today is indeed harsh. Most
African economies depend on the export of primary

8

grow, allowing
their debt burden.

them to have higher incomes and reduce

Many of the highly indebted poor countries in Africa got
falling commodity prices saw their export
earnings crumble in the late 1970s, at a time when oil prices
were rising. To fill the
gap between their dwindling export
earnings and rising costs of imports, they borrowed heavily
into trouble when

from overseas.
The need to

seriously tackle Africa’s debt problem is an
Kofi Annan, the UN secretary
general. He believes that, with a bit of commitment, a dream
issue that has been taken up by

can

be materialised. At the recent millenium summit in New

York, he committed world leaders to sign a declaration which
seeks to halve the number of people living in extreme poverty,
most of them in Africa, by the year 2015. For that, he has

implored on developed creditor nations to convert their bilateral
debts with African countries
some US$135 billion - into
-

grants. “The massive external debt has been a major obstacle
to

economic

growth and sustainable development in Africa,”

he said.
And

according to Henry Rempel, a professor of economics
University of Manitoba, Area’s level of debt servicing
covers just one half of the total debt
payments due. What is
unpaid, he says, plus the high cost of rescheduling, is simply
added onto the existing debt. He adds that foreign aid is only a
half of the annual debt servicing obligations, mostly in the
form of new debt, even if granted under concessional terms.
During the 1980s, Africa’s exports in relation to imports
declined by 30 percent. As a result, between 1982 and 1992 the
countries of Sub-Saharan Africa had to export 75 percent more
goods and services merely to maintain their level of imports
plus servicing their debts. As exports could not be increased by
75 percent, mainly due to a weak production base, countries
either had to reduce imports or borrow more, contributing to
Africa’s slide back into severe poverty, as governments simply
had to reduce spending on social services. According to the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) estimates,
the world’s poorest countries, which include a significant number
from Africa, had to reduce health expenditure by 50 percent
during the 1980s, and education expenditure by 25 percent. This
had the effect of reversing all the gains that had previously been
made in combating exposure to killer diseases such as malaria,
which kills 1 million Africans annually, 70 percent of them
children under the age of 5.
at

the

The

case

for the cancellation of Africa’s debt

can not

be

overemphasized. It is an issue that needs to be adopted and
articulated by such regional organizations as SADC, to
complement those efforts that individual nations have been
making to have their debts cancelled. If the US government
and its Western allies believe
as president Clinton has
repeatedly stated - that Aids in Africa is a threat to international
security, then the issue of the debt needs to be taken up more
forcefully now than it has ever been before.
-

Because if countries

can not spend enough on health because
they have to service their debts, then there is little
that realistically they can do to contain the spread of this

pandemic!
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Africa’s debt crisis
There is

no

time to rest

The global movement in favour ofcancellation

ofAfrica’s debt has gained momentum.
Zimbabwe, which has in recent years faced mounting economic problems has joined
in, with the formation ofthe Zimbabwe Coalition on Debt and Development (Zimcodd).
In this interview, SAPEM’s A//a/i Mushonga speaks to Zimcodd’s national coordinator,
Davie Malungisa. Excerpts:
At

MUSHONGA: What is Zimcodd?
MALUNGISA: Zimcodd is

a

network of

civil

society organisations that have eome
together to campaign for economic ju.stice
as a fundamental human rights issue. It
brings together NGOs, faith-based organi-

regional level, how do you create
synergies with similar organisations?
a

Regionally and globally, we are a
latecomer, if you consider that similar
networks in Zambia, South Africa,
Malawi and Mozambique have already

and
the
same. Our work requires a multi-layered
strongly inspired by the Jubilee 2000
movement, the international campaign for
strategy from the national, regional and
debt cancellation.
global perspective. This is the approach
that we have embraced. The logic is to
Debt cancellation is a very emotive
use internal grassroots strength to feed
issue. How do you hope to achieve your
into a regional consensus on the debt
objectives?
Malungisa: “We will demand and get issue. This is a strategic step in
debt cancellation.”
exchanging information and creating a
We are moving beyond debt cancellation
to a point where we have declared that we do not owe anything
sub-regional consensus on development. Some of the issues
that we have tackled at the regional level relate to building
to the North, but that they owe us and must pay reparations.
our analytical capacity on debt, structural adjustment
This is why we are now looking at debt in the context of
programs and globalisation. This is the way we think we can
structural adjustment programs and the neo-liberal
come together in solidarity and start looking at how we can
globalisation proeess.
relate to the Southern Africa Development Community
What mechanism have you put in place to achieve your
(SADC), a body we strongly believe has lacked popular
objectives?
participation. SADC has to be people centred, people driven
and people owned to reflect the true regional aspirations.
This is a highly emotional issue, particularly when you take
it from a historical point of view. It is also a sophisticated
From a historical perspective, how do you think the issue
technical issue that requires a lot of research and financial
of debt can be tackled?
resources to undertake public education. We cannot afford to
We are tackling issues such as the debt caused by apartheid.
generalise and to touch on everything. We have therefore taken
There is clear evidence that we are paying twice for apartheid.
a research-based approach that will seek to build a social
At first it was through loss of limb and life. Now it is through
movement and popular pressure on the industrialised countries
and on our local leaders. At home we will demand some
paying the illegitimate debt that the apartheid destabilisation
forced upon us. As Zimbabwe, we borrowed money to defend
constitutional guarantees on the issue of public finance
ourselves against apartheid destabilisation. Angola continues
management. We will input into and monitor the budget
to pay through the civil war.
For this reason we are
making process in Zimbabwe. To ensure that these initiatives
are backed by popular participation, the challenge upon us is
campaigning for debt cancellation and reparations so that we
can rebuild our countries. There was that deliberate ploy by
to build a strong grassroots based social movement. We intend
the former South African regime which was under sanctions
to develop an economic literacy programme for these different
to force Zimbabwe to import and export through its ports
constituencies so that people know the issues at stake and
when it destabilised Mozambique. This increased Zimbabwe
how these issues relate to development as well as use these
and the whole region’s economic dependence on South Africa.
issues to develop popular concern over them and participation
This dependence is still with us, given South Africa’s share
thereof.
sations, trade unions,

consumers,

and the

students movement. Our initiative is
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developed

some strong movements
theoretical basis to conceptualise
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of 75 percent of the region’s gross

domestic product. We are
interrogating this dominance at the regional level where
we find a lot of corporate
power and arrogance among South

Will Zimbabwe

get debt relief?

even

African businesses.
What makes you

some

of the conditions. However,

not even worried about that. We are

demanding total,
only for Zimbabwe, but
for all African and developing countries
we are

unconditional debt cancellation not

believe that the world should forgive

Africa’s debt?

Our

Zimbabwe does not meet

But how far have you gone

position is that there is

a

strong historical element that

in building a Zimbabwean

consensus?

should be taken into consideration, which led to the stalled

Our biggest challenge is to mobilise a Zimbabwean consensus

economic

that will team-up with other nation-states to form a debtor
cartel that will once and for all give us a fair fre.sh start as a

growth in the developing countries. In the 1970s,

Africa’s debt was accumulated in

wars

against the liberation

of the people of this

region from colonial rule or as a result of
the self-.serving interests of the Western powers through the
Cold War. In South Africa credit was given to the apartheid
regime to keep revolutionary leaders such as Nelson Mandela
in prison, and to suppress the anti-apartheid movement. Swiss
and German banks continued to give credit to the apartheid
regime in spite of the divestment campaign worldwide. Ninety
percent of South Afiica’s debt comprises money borrowed in
advance for the advance payment of apartheid pensioners who
were going out of the public service at the end of
apartheid.
This led to a huge pubUc debt and civil society in South Africa
is campaigning against it now. There are both moral and
economic

reasons

That sounds

a

for that debt to be cancelled.

huge task, how are

you

going to finance it?

To execute this you

need to be well resourced financially, but
importantly in human resources. As a new organisation,
we are heavily under resourced. We do not think that we will
have a problem in mobilising gifted and committed scholars
and activists to give us a critical mass to create a social
movement on economic justice.
most

historically marginalized geo-economic region. We are
working towards establishing a clear argument for debt
cancellation for Zimbabwe through improvement of public
knowledge of debt and development.
How will you

We have done our best to

bring the debate close home through
workshops and use of the media. We have commissioned a
study on the nature and extent of Zimbabwe’s debt. The study
will trace the trend of borrowing and uses of borrowed money
and see how this impacted on Zimbabwe’s economy and
society at large. For example one question is what has been
the impact of structural adjustment lending in Zimbabwe?
We believe that this project-by-project analysis of borrowing
will give us the qualitative and quantitative data. We have
also entered into an alliance with other civil society coalitions
to have a sector specific input and monitoring of the budget
making process where public debt has always been a major
issue. What we are saying is that apart from the clear diction
on debt and development, we are establishing solid facts about
the debt problem in the country before we begin to lobby
government. Already we have called on parliament to move
a

Do you

I

think that the Third World will really get debt relief?

prefer to call it debt cancellation. Yes, we will demand and

get debt cancellation. We are growing in numbers, strength

mobilise government to embrace your cause?

motion

on

governance

Zimbabwe’s debt. We think that economic

is a major issue in this equation.

What have you

established

as

the extent of Zimbabwe’s

debt?

and

solidarity. There is a growing progressive global
against capital-led globalisation. The Washington
Consensus is under siege. The Highly Indebted Poor Countries
(HIPC) initiative, though insincere, is one such major shift.
However, this is not enough. We know that after HIPC
Tanzania will be more indebted, that in Mozambique, the
HIPC initiative has actually been exposed as a higher version
of the structural adjustment Programme as they have been

What is your

forced to liberalise their cashew-nuts sector. We want debt

efforts?

movement

cancellation now!
Which countries

are

likely to get debt relief and not a debt

cancellation?

Under the HIPC initiative

Mozambique, Uganda and Tanzania
But there is scepticism regarding

have qualified for debt relief.

the effectiveness of these half measures.
What is the

Debt

qualification for debt relief?

servicing and export. It is debt relief on the basis that
paying back the debt from your exports and repaying
constantly.
you are

10

The current Human
clear

Development Report for Zimbabwe is

the debt trap in which we find ourselves. For every
US dollar we receive in export earnings, 30 cents go to debt
on

servicing. How much then is left for investment? For every
dollar we received in aid in 1996, we paid 3 dollars in foreign
debt servicing. Isn’t the net outflow scandalous?
comment on the Post Okinawa debt relief

In Okinawa, the G7 demonstrated that as long as debt is their
tool to sustain their hegemony over the developing countries,

nothing can be expected from them. Without being despaired,
this is the time to scale up the campaign. Activists are like
soldiers in combat; there is no time to rest. We will continue

relentlessly to fight street battles, on the financial markets
and morally. The April 16 events in Washington launched the
World Bank Bond Boycott Campaign to scale down the power
of the World Bank or even to shut them down if they continue
riding on arrogance while children are dying from preventable
diseases, inequality is growing and environmental issues are
being sidelined ■
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Sudan

Land tax laws introduced to

US lobbies for Sudan ban

Windhoek

-

Khartoum

The Government is to

introduce land tax legislation shortly in
an effort to prevent the country from

falling into the same trap as
neighbouring Zimbabwe, where
hundreds of white-owned farms
invaded

by liberation

were

war veterans,

lands, resettlement and rehabilitation
minister, Pendukeni Ithana, said that the
issue would be resolved
Taxation Bill

was

once

enacted.

the Land

However,

the minister warned that if the pressure
from the landless became too great, the

government would be forced to

expropriate land. “It is allowed in our
constitution provided that this is done
in public interest, though it is an
expensive exercise for government to do
as it has to compensate those whose land

expropriated.”

-

United States says

Maputo - The Mozambican government
recently denounced an alleged plan by
Renamo to promote acts of “civil
disobedience” in the country as a way
of challenging the non-appointment of
members of the

largest opposition party
as provincial governors.
The plan,
according to a senior government
official, refers to nationwide acts of
violence above all in the central and
northern

provinces where Renamo won
December 1999 elections.
Headlined “National Demonstration

the

Days,” the alleged civil disobedience
dozens of Renamo

supporters to infiltrate the civilian
population to react to any violent

the required
demanded by donors.
Obasanjo later told reporters: “The
British government has always given us

Sudan

expected to ask Britain for help to
retrieve money stolen from Nigeria by
the late military ruler, General Sani

A

unsuitable for such

was

because it

was

the

a

role,

subject of UN

sanctions, and its air force had bombed
where U.N. relief operations were
based in southern Sudan. He said this
contravened the U.N. Charter which
calls for nations to pay due regard to
the maintenance of international peace
and stability. He also said that the
areas

unlikely. Obasanjo is also

Abacha.

Burundi
Arusha Talks

May Pave Way For

gain their support. The Organisation of
African Unity normally would pick the
African country to take a rotating seat
next year on the Security Council.

Bujumbura - “We have done it
together,” Burundi peace mediator
Nelson Mandela proclaimed as the
signing ceremony for a peace accord
finally started in the northern Tanzanian
town of Arusha. He was referring to the
last-minute agreement by Tutsi parties
to join Hutu parties in signing the
regionally brokered agreement.
Emerging sharp differences almost
caused the signing ceremony, also
attended by US President Bill Clinton,

Mauritius
Port Louis

opposition landslide win
-

Prime Minister Navin

Ramgoolam has admitted defeat in
general elections. Ramgoolam said that
although he was confident of retaining
his

own

seat, it was now clear the

opposition had

won. Results from the
Mauritius Electoral Commission show

the

opposition alliance has captured
seats being
contested. The opposition alliance is led
by former prime minister Anerood
Jugnath and Paul Berenger of the
Militant Movement a former ally of
Ramgoolam. More than 550 candidates
from 43 parties competed for the
parliament’s 70 seats. Mauritius has a
population of 1.3 million withjust under
780 000 eligible to vote.
most of the 70 parliamentary

Nigeria

to abort.

“The Hutus think

they have

an

agreement and the Tutsis think they still
have

room to negotiate, because they
signed with reservations. All the same it
is a good start,” said Jan van Eck, a Cape
Town-based consultant in political
analysis, conflict resolution mediation
and advocacy. Of immediate concern to
the facilitation team and the signatories

is to decide

on

who leads the country

during the interim and transitional
periods. Most parties agree that the
current Burundian leader, Pierre Buyoya,
should lead during the interim period,
which will last for between three and six
months. Sources close to the mediator,
former South African President Nelson

has met British Prime Minister

of the

Blair in London, on his first official visit
to the United Kingdom since his election
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was

Peace In Burundi

Lagos

worry

Britain

secretary of state, Madeleine Albright,
had spoken to several countries to try to

said.

legitimate owner of the votes
makes demands. Frelimo is not going
to silence the people”, he said.

commitments.” But international
said unconditional debt relief from

the United Nations

neither confirmed nor denied the
existence of the plan. “Frelimo is fully
aware that it has stolen the votes of more
than three million Mozambicans,” he

when the

poor to pay

year

development minister Clare Short has

Council.

by the police. Renamo
secretary general Joao Alexandre

“By stealing the votes, Frelimo
has become very volatile to any situation

a

Security

on

intervention

population. It should not

it is too

spokesman for the state
department, Richard Boucher, said

Africa

Mauritius

Government alleges Renamo
planning “civil disobedience”

some

It says

it is
lobbying other countries to back its
efforts to bar Sudan from representing

Mozambique

would mobilize

Downing Street. Nigeria is seeking

relief of its estimated US$30bn arears
from donor countries including the UK.

US$3bn

prevent Zimbabwe “trap”

is

10

Namibia

Mandela, said that he backs Buyoya for

Obasanjo seeks debt relief in London

the interim

period of six months.
accord’s greatest
impediment so far is its failure to involve
The

-

President Olusegun Obasanjo

last year. Obasanjo
debt relief during

Tony

and Blair discussed
talks at the prime

minister’s official residence at number

peace

the two main armed rebel factions, and
this has been sharply criticised by the

government and Tutsi parties. Having
been boosted
has

stepped

rebel groups

by the signing, Mandela
efforts to include Hutu

up

in the talks.
11
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-

Ethiopia
Appeals for release of suspended aid
Addis Ababa
release

over

was

say
from

Ouattara’s eitizenship has been a
burning issue for more than a year in
Ivory Coast - General Robert Guei’s
December coup followed months of
instability sparked by then-president

Ethiopia recently
appealed for its mainly Western donors
to

contradicting his opponents who

that Ouattara’s mother
Burkina Faso.

-

US$ 1 billion in frozen

development assistance. The aid was
suspended during Ethiopia’s violent

Henri Konan Bedie’s attempts to
discredit Ouattara. Ouattara - a former

border

prime minister of Ivory Coast - is
awaiting a court case which will rule
definitively on his right to stand in the
presidential elections, which have been
delayed to October. Lawyers
representing General Guei produced

war

with Eritrea, but the two

countries

signed a ceasefire deal in June,
and Ethiopian officials said the aid
money should be unblocked. Ethiopia’s
main sources of development assistanee
include the International Monetary
Fund, the World Bank and the European
Union. Foreign development aid has
fallen to just US$8 per person in
Ethiopia—with a population of around
55 million

—

from US$12 before

broke out with Eritrea,

war

compared to the

average for sub-Saharan Africa
between US$30 and US$40.

of

Guinea-Bissau

democracy to the West
country, has unraveled after

a

presidential

decree, Yala dismissed four ministers
and one secretary of state, among them
eeonomy minister and opposition leader
Helder Vaz. The president did not

explain his reasons for firing the Cabinet
members, according to reports. The
cabinet members he fired belonged to
the Guinea-Bissau Resistance Party, the

-

opposition leader’s assertion that he is
the son of an Ivorian woman, Hadja
Nabintou Cisse, who is still alive aged
80. But Ouattara’s lawyers say that
DNA test results prove
Mrs Cisse’s son.

that he is indeed

Zimbabwe
Africa’s

in elections held in

Harare

largest

conservancy
under threat

Officials at Africa’s

largest
privately owned game park, the Save
Valley Conservancy, in Zimbabwe, have
accused poachers of killing more than 1
600 animals since the beginning of the
farm occupations in February by war
veterans and peasants demanding the
government to speed up the land
distribution programme. The officials
said that since the invasion of the park,
hundreds of animals, including
elephants and rhinos have been trapped.
-

Ouattara says a DNA test proves
his Ivorian parentage

Dramane Ouattara has hit back at

attempts to exclude him from October’s
presidential elections, insisting that his
ancestry is fully Ivorian. Lawyers for
Ouattara say genetic tests had shown

12

His remarks

came at a

dispute continued

over

problems.

time when

a

the role and

actions of peace keepers in the West
African state. The Indian commander of
the UN forces in Sierra Leone was

reported to have accused senior
Nigerian officers of undermining the
peace process through the smuggling of
However,
was

a

areas.

senior Nigerian official who

named in the criticism

rejected the

Meanwhile, Britain has reaffirmed
its commitment in

defending democracy
following the military
operation on September 10, to rescue six
of its soldiers who were held by the
in Sierra Leone

rebels.
The British

foreign secretary, Robin

Cook, said British soldiers will continue
to train government troops in Sierra
Leone. However,

despite its

success

in

the rescue operation, the opposition
Conservative Party called for the
withdrawal of the entire British

contingent,

a move the government of
Sierra Leone is opposed to.
The UN has proposed to step up its

keeping effort in Sierra Leone,
raising the number of its contingent there

son

of an Ivorian

woman

from 13 000 to 20 000.
Annan said he

concerned about the
on

Konacry

-

The Guinean opposition

leader, >vifa Konte,

Opposition leader Alassane

the

secretary general, Kofi Anan, has said

peace

Opposition leader jailed

was

The United Nations

allegations.

Ivory Coast

that he

-

and resolve Sierra Leone’s

Guinea

-

New York

keeping

peace

diamonds from rebel-held

President Kumba Yala fired five
Cabinet members from the main

Abidjan

cooperation in

of the documents indicated that
Ouattara’s mother had died before 1996
which if true would contradict the

to

was

effort to restore

runner-up
November.

Kofi Annan calls for West Africa

bring peace to Sierra Leone. Annan was
speaking at a high level meeting to try

Guinea-Bissau’s government

opposition party. In

Sierra Leone

ineligible to stand in the
forthcoming presidential elections. One

Ouattara

coalition, set up early this year in an
African

People’s Rally, denied the
charges. He was arrested after the
presidential elections in 1998, in which
president Lansana Konte came to power.

show that

documents intended

president fires
opposition members from coalition
-

Guinean

that the UN and West African countries
must harmonise their work in order to

Guinea-Bissau

Bissau

government. Konte, leader of the

five

was

sentenced to

in prison, after being found
guilty of sedition. The state prosecutor
had demanded that Konte be sentenced
to life imprisonment on several charges,
including what he described as
endangering state security and recruiting
I foreign mercenaries to fight against the
years

was particularly
continuing tension

the border between Liberia and

Guinea, where there have been rebel
attacks

on

Guinea. The tensions led

Guniea’s

president Lansana Konte to
order the rounding up of thousands of
Liberian and Sierra Leonean refugees
in Konacry, whom he said included antiGuinean dissidents who attacked several

villages near the border with Sierra
Leone, killing dozens of residents.
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Sierra Leone

In search of Peace
and Democracy
Osman Gbla

Sierra Leone, a small West African state ofabout 4.5 million people is a particularly interesting
in the search for peace and democracy. In the first place it is a country struggling to

case

democratic political system whilst at the same time fighting a rebel war
that broke out in 1991. Secondly, in spite of its predicament, the country is credited with the
solid achievements of a vibrant civil society.
nurture

and sustain

a

In

1997, civil society organisations,
mainly students, youths and women
defied all threats of intimidation

military had settled themselves into
power than they proved to be as
equally - if not more - corrupt and

from both the army

and the rebels
prevent a military regime.
Democracy and stable political
order prevailed in the country from
independence in 1961 to 1964 under
prime minister Sir Milton Margai, of
the Sierra Leone People’s Party

undemocratic.

(SLPP).

power.

It

during the NPRC rule that
with
persistent reports that some of its
members were conniving with the
rebels, in a deliberate move to prolong
the war and perpetuate themselves in

to

the

That

period was characterised by
political pluralism, respect for
constitutionality and competitive party
politics. As a result, the economy grew
steadily.
This was to change in the period
1964-1967, under the rule of Sir Charles
Taylor: with an envious eye on

Margai, sierria Leone’s diamonds
political
party system was introduced in 1978,
patronage, the politicization of the
which intensified the politics of
military, and attempts at stifling
organised political opposition.
patronage, intolerance, corruption and
overall socio-economic decline.
Among other provisions, the Public
Order Act of 1965 required that the
In an attempt to annihilate the
convening of any public meeting should
opposition, Stevens employed a series
seek the permission of the chiefs,
of techniques of repression, co-optation,
themselves loyalists of the SLPP. That
draconian press laws and detention of
was a deliberate attempt to fmstrate the
political opponents. In 1977, the
activities of the opposition All People’s
government brutally suppressed a
student’s demonstration and its leaders
Congress (APC).
arrested, whilst those who escaped had
Only the determined response of
civil society succeeded in preventing the
to flee the country. Tribalism, cronism,
government from introducing a one
nepotism and corruption became
Sierra Leone witnessed

rampant.
a

distinct

political watershed from 1968 to 1992,
under Siaka Stevens’ APC, who

perfected and further strengthened all
policies introduced by Sir Albert. A one
SAPEM SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER 2(MM)

intensified in the country,

Opposition to this rotten system
what precipitated the creation of
the Revolutionary United Front
(RUF), the rebel group led by the now
imprisoned Corporal Foday Sankoh.
Although Sankoh claimed that his
rebellion was motivated by the desire
to end dictatorial rule, many Sierra
Leoneans believed that he was mainly
influenced by the spirit of revenge,
greed and thirst for political power. He
generally perceived himself as a victim
of the APC misrule and injustice when
in 1971 he was jailed for complicity in
a coup plot.
was

Milton’s brother. Sir Albert
which was characterised by

party system.

was

war

The

gradual economic decline and
living standards led to the
April 1992 military coup, under the
National Provisional Ruling Council
the erosion in

(NPRC).

However,

no sooner

the

Others attributed the cause of the war
to the

government’s inability to improve
a youthful population
characterised by illiteracy and
unemployment. The majority of these
directionless young people who were
once used by the government as ‘thugs’
against political opponents saw in the
RUF a fertile ground for demonstrating
their grievances. Although most of them
were forcefully captured and trained to
be merciless killers, some joined the
movement voluntarily as a way of
ensuring their security and survival.
the welfare of

13
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However,

people argued that
origin to the unstable
social situation that sparked off in
Liberia in 1989. Charles Taylor,
Liberia’s current president, once blamed
Sierra Leone for meddling in his
country’s internal affairs and for
attempting to fmstrate his grand plan of
becoming head of state by allowing the
the

war

use

some

owed its

of Sierra Leone

ECOMOG

as an

base to

fight him. In addition to this
grievance, Taylor has an envious eye on
Sierra Leone’s diamonds. In this regard
he has always been poised to prolonging
the war by allowing Liberia to become
the rebels’ training ground, as well as
for the transiting of arms. However,
Liberia is not the only country that
supports the RUF. It is also strongly
believed that Burkina Faso, the Ivory
Coast and Libya are also involved.
It is estimated that

Sierra Leoneans

are

over one

either

from

recognising the illegal Armed
Ruling Council (AFRC) military
regime in 1997.

knowledge

Forces

determination.

The citizens of Sierra Leone have
also over the years played a very critical

peace and democracy in
has over the years been

role in the search for durable peace.
Most recently, the collective efforts of

many factors. Foremost among these is
the unwillingness on the part of the
rebels and their collaborators to lay
down their arms and give peace a
chance. This attitude has in no small

the years been used as
with various human rights

civil

society groups forced Foday
Sankoh to be completely eliminated
from the peace process when on May 8,

1999.
Also crucial to frustrating the search
for peace and democracy in Sierra
Leone is the threat posed by the
discredited Sierra Leone

Army, whose
always poised toward
regaining lost political power. The
seriousness of the threat posed by the
army reached its climax when some

restoration of constitutional order in

million

but

APC and

importantly,
regimes’
mismanagement of the country’s
economy, insensitivity to democratic
principles and their failure to effectively
prosecute and end the war.
The movement was internally
spearheaded by a forward-looking
citizenry of students, women’s and youth
groups and other professional
associations. In their yearning for
democracy, these groups against all odds
successfully voted in the multiparty
elections of 1996 and replaced the Junta
with the democratically elected
government of Alhaji Ahmed Tejan
more
the

Kabbah of the SLPP.

They also mounted a successful
general civil disobedience that
prevented the international community
14

accused

the

giving preferential

and democracy in Sierra Leone
only be realised if serious and
determined efforts by both the
government and the international
community are made to empower and
strengthen civil society groups.
Equally, immediate steps have to
peace

can

external factors. Foremost among many the Peace process
of the internal factors was a growing

NPRC regimes,
because
of

members

its

coup of May 25, 1997.
An environment for sustainable

sparked off by both internal and Foday Sankoh: completely eliminated from

due in part

of

of the Civil
Defence Forces, the ‘Kamajohs’.
This grievance culminated in the

character in Sierra Leone in the 1990s,

was

were

treatment to members

combatants
abuses.

to lack of faith in both the

members

government of

Struggle for Peace and
Democracy
The pressure for peace and democracy,
which assumed an unprecedented

political system. This

hampered by

the failure of
of the three
peace accords signed in 1996,1997 and

internally

disenchantment by the majority of
Sierra Leoneans with the undemocratic

and

way been responsible for
the full implementation

they forcefully marched into his house,
leading to his being captured.
Although these actors were very
outstanding in the search for democracy
and peace, they received some support
and
encouragement
from the
international
community. The

The

was

terrain

However, the search for sustainable
Sierra Leone

displaced or refugees.
Many have been killed. Economic
activity has virtually collapsed. Among
the most affected by the war are the
young people and women who have
over

of the

Sierra Leone in 1998 and the elections
of 1996 for

example were greatly
facilitated by the UN, Britain, the US,
the OAU and ECOWAS. Among many
of these external actors, the role of
ECOMOG and Britain was very

important. It was for instance the
professional efforts of ECOMOG that
finally forced the illegal AFRC junta to
flee in 1998. Britain also recently
provided a military force that helped to
protect the airport and to train the Sierra
Leone army. The United Nations
peacekeeping force of over 12 000 is
also currently in the country trying to
push forward the peace process.
However, many people aie of the
opinion that the international community
needs to do more in terms of piling
pressure on Charles Taylor and other
evil actors in the peace process. There
is also need for example to strengthen
ECOMOG as it has proved its mettle in
dealing with the rebels based on their

be taken to address fundamental
deficiencies in the Sierra Leone state

itself. One such major deficiency is
nature of the state to concentrate

the

power
at the
centre,
overcentralization of power

This

does not
only create room for dictatorship but
also facilitates the marginalisation of
active rural population. In this regard
there is need to evolve arrangements for
devolution of power to other centres of

authority such as the local and chiefdom
levels.
There should also be serious efforts
towards

rehabilitating and reintegrating

child soldiers, as well as educate the
masses of Sierra Leoneans on issues of
peace and
At the

democracy.
regional level, there is need
to strengthen ECOMOG as an interim
measure aimed at safeguarding Sierra
Leone’s territorial integrity and national
security, establish a genuine
commitment by the international
community to push forward with the
peace and democratization process, and
isolate Charles Taylor and his other evil
collaborators in West Africa*
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Pan Africanism or

Recoionisation?
Tajudeen Abdul-Raheem

July this year marked the 100th anniversary of the the first ever Pan African
Conference, held at the Westminster Central Hall, in London.

onvened

by a West Indian
lawyer, Henry Sylvester
Williams, that watershed
conference had the participation of
about 30 people, mostly West Indians
of African origins, a few African

C

Americans and

even

fewer Africans

directly from the African continent.
Nevertheless, what they did not have in
numbers they made for in high ideals
and passionate advocacy for an
idea that sounded

and

so

Within

a

decade of this declaration,

the colonial map of Africa and the world

began to shrink as the anti colonial
struggles in Asia and Africa gathered

movements? The 1960s

and colonial powers
retreated in different directions. In Asia,

freedom and

momentum

India and

Ceylon (now Sri Lanka)
gained independence. In Africa, Ghana
declared independence in 1957. Many
countries became independent in the

far fetched

in

their

economies.

decades later in 1945, when the
fifth Pan African Congress was

masses

colonial powers.
As the state distanced itself

held in Manchester.

Congress is better

remembered for the fact that unlike

from the

the

naked

people, it resorted to
oppression and exploitation
to retain power. Politics of
exclusion, often based on ethnicity,
became the order of the day. In
order to capture and retain power,
the governing elites exploited
regionalism, religion and all kinds
of sectarian ideologies. One party
dictatorships, life presidencies,
and military coups became

which were
dominated by Africans in the
Diaspora, it was overwhelmingly
attended by representatives from
ones,

the African continent itself. In

previous Congresses appeals were
made to the colonial powers
liberal public opinion in

and
the
West to accept and treat Africans
as equals, to consider selfgovernment for African countries
and apply the same standard of
dignity and human rights on
Africans. By 1945, the strategy
and focus had changed to a more
to

common.

Two external

reasons

also contributed

Kenya’s Moi

governed by Africans. The major
document of the congress, authored by
Kwame Nkrumah, Ghana’s founding
president, asserted the right to self
determination by declaring that “all
colonies must be free from foreign
imperialist control, whether political or
SAPEM SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER 20«)

the

brought about Uhuru
(freedom) collapsed as the new
elite became self-serving and
forged an alliance with the
metropolitan interests of former

became a powerful
mobilising ideology less than four

economic”.

But

that

started

militant demand for Africa to be

regarded

alliance of the elite and the

utopian then: African Unity.

previous

were

the

high point of African desire for
equality. Soon after the
wave of independence, educational
opportunities opened up, infrastructures
improved and in the first decade most
of the countries witnessed rapid growth
as

development was not sustainable
in the long run. The powerful

What Williams and his colleagues

But the 5th

the great hopes about African Unity
after the initial success of the nationalist

greatly to the
collapse of the dreams brought
about
by the advent of
independence. One was the Cold
War. Again, Africa lost its own
self-determination

1960s, with the exception of racist
settler

regimes in Southern Africa
(Namibia, Rhodesia and South Africa),
and the former Portuguese colonies of
Angola,
Guinea-Bissau
and
Mozambique, which had to wage armed
liberation struggles. What happened to

as

countries and

governments became allies of either
super powers not out of ideological
conviction, but for opportunistic
motives.

Objectionable regimes such as
those in the former Zaire, in Kenya, the
Central African Republic and Uganda
became ‘moderate pro

Western’ allies
15
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while killer

regimes such as Ethiopia’s
Mengistu Haile Meriam and the late
Siad

Barre

in

Somalia

became

‘socialist’ allies of Moscow.
The other external factor
the

nature

of the economy

concerns

inherited

from colonialism, which was built to
serve colonial interests through the

production of

raw materials for
metropole. It was an
economy that encouraged the colonial
territories to produce what they did not
consume and to consume what
they did
not produce. Worsening terms of

industries in the

international trade in commodities and
the

rising cost of imported goods meant
that most of the newly independent
countries were caught up in balance of
payment crises.
By the 1970s, Africa had
entered a period economists
refer to

as

remedy for Africa. The arrogant
ignorance exposed by this suggestion
is the fact that colonialism never really
left Africa. Like the deadly AIDS virus
it merely mutated. Is there a away out?
It may sound esoteric and incorrigibly
optimistic in many quarters to suggest
that there is hope for Africa. The London
based Economist magazine, recently
joined the growing ranks of Afro
Pessimists in
entitled

a

cover

“Africa:

story article

The

Hopeless
Continent.’’ Hope is not what somebody
else bestows

on

another person or group

of persons.

It is what you give to
yourself. Considering that at the
beginning of this century most of Africa,
with exception of Ethiopia, Liberia and
Egypt were colonial territories, it was

‘the lost decade’,

during which the foundations for
the unpayable debt burden of
today were laid. Corruption,
graft and authoritarianism

whether Pan Afrieanism is desirable,
can be achieved. At the state

but how it

level the

neo

colonial

project has

collapsed in

many countries. The long
life that most of the unlivable African
states

enjoyed due to the artificial life

support of the Cold War has
come to an

At state level, the response
to

has been
through regional and

seek relevance

sub-regional cooperation. Thus there
has been

a

renewed interest and

attention in

regional institutions. For
example, the East Africa Community,
which had collapsed largely due to
political differences between Tanzania
and Uganda, has since been revamped,
with the signing of the East African
Cooperation Treaty in December 1999,
which also Involves Kenya, with
joint institutions for the
management of monetary and
fiscal policies, among many
other areas of cooperation.
The most significant aspect
of the new treaty is the fact that

became the dominant character

it evolved

of

between governments

the

state.

multinational
dominated the

Western

corporations
resources

of

and

and civil

envisages

an

union and

a

eventual political
regional parliament
elected
from among the
members of parliament in the
three countries. A regional court
is also envisaged. In the
southern part of the continent,
regional cooperation and
integration is spearheaded by the
Southern African Development
Community (SADC), and has
been boosted by the end of
apartheid in South Africa. Its

political and military elite and
their cronies. With the Cold War

thawing in the late 1980s, Africa
was not in any position to reap
the dividends expected from the
an

old adage

which says that ‘when
two elephants fight it is the grass
that suffers’. The opposite is also
true: ‘if two elephants play or
mate the grass still suffers’. That
is why recolonisation threatens
Africa today. There are two basic
aspects to this process. One, state The late Mobutu: A cold war
orphan
and key economic and financial
decisions are firmly controlled by the
not surprising that the first Pan African
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and
conference did not get much mention
the World Bank, while civil society is
in the press of tho.se days. Similarly
the
being reconstituted by rich and
deluge of bad news from Africa that
dominates perception of Africa today
powerful Western NGOs who have
become
the
major source of will not allow many people to see some
of the significant changes that are taking
development aid and humanitarian
assistance to Africa. As if this is not bad
place amidst all the chaos so gleefully
enough, it has now become fashionable
reported. There is resurgence in Pan
to
hear
Western
Africanism in a number of ways and
journalists,
humanitarian ‘experts’ or even so called
among different forces for a variety of

Economic

‘frank’ Africans and Africanists

rea.sons.

States

advocating for some kind of colonialism
(probably under UN mandate) as a

exist before we would have had to create

16

of consultations

all three countries. The treaty

Africa’s

end of colonialism. There is

out

society and other stakeholders in

exploited them with the active
collaboration

now

end.

it

now.

One, if Pan Africanism did not
The debate is

no

longer

on

technical
institutions

and

financial

probably more
developed and integrated than
other regional institutions due to
its higher level of industrialization and
maturity of capital. There is also the
Maghreb Union in the north. As
predominantly Arabic speaking and
predominantly Muslim countries in
addition to political and economic
linkages, they have compelling cultural
linkages that facilitate freedom of
movement of people, goods and
are

services.This is not true for the

Community of West African
(ECOWAS), which this year
celebrates its 25th anniversary.
However, despite this renewed
.SAPEM .SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER 2(MM>
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interest in

regional integration, the
challenge is how to achieve that in a
harmonious way which ensures the
participation of all countries from a
position of relative equality, where no
one single country is seen to dominate
others, and former colonial linkages do
not interfere with the integration
aspirations of the people in a given
region.
How can for example South Africa,
given the sheer size of its economy, be
a leader in the integration process in
Southern Africa without being seen by
the weaker countries in the region to
dictate the integration agenda on its
terms?
In West

Africa, historical rivalries

between former British and French
colonies have made regional

integration

difficult. However, since France
acceded to full European monetary
union

through the Euro, the historical

link between France and its former

colonies

through the common currency
by the French Central

of CFA backed

Bank has been broken.

Regionalism may not be the half way
house towards Pan Africanism, but a
hospice to unity. The potential for
regional rivalries is immense especially
along the lines of still latent
Francophonism, Anglophonism,
Lusophonism and Arabism that
continue to divide Africa. For instance
smaller countries

reject the assumed
leadership of bigger countries like
Nigeria, South Africa, Egypt, Algeria,
or the pretensions of relatively better
resource countries like Libya. Others
are

distrustful of the ambitions of some

of the so-called ‘new leaders’ from

Kampala through Kigali to Asmara and
Addis Ababa. In addition to the sub-

regional imperatives of the unity
agenda there are also important
developments at the continental level.
There are important reforms taking
place within the OAU, to make it more
relevant. Its major weakness has to do
with the fact that though it grew out of
a popular desire for unity and the direct
result of

activism in the pre

mass

spite of all

independence period, it became state-

optimism political tension is still a
hindrance to expanding the EAC to

led and an exclusive leaders’ forum. As
the initial alliance between the leaders

include Rwanda, Burundi and even the
DRC. Even the seeming cultural

became the most powerful

In East Africa, in

and the

masses

on

has not made them immune to these

of oppressors

political rivalries. Equally, with wars
raging between and within countries of
the same region, regional military
alliances and regime security
arrangements have taken precedence
over
wider
human
security.
Consequently, ECOWAS is better
known in recent years for its military
intervention through ECOMOG in

However,

achievements in

generating more
people of

wealth for the benefit of the
West Africa.
In

addition, regional cooperation in

Africa has tended to focus
narrow

more on

economic

British in

integration. Like the
Europe, they want closer

economic

cooperation but are not
prepared to bear the political
consequences of that effort. They want
freedom of movement for goods and
services but are not prepared to cede
to

the free movement of labour and

people. There is also the real danger
that regionalism may become an
obstacle to the full integration and
unity of Africa which is the maximum
agenda of all Pan Africanists.
SAPEM SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER 2000

the OAU
trade union

the African continent: A trade union

homogenity of the Maghreb countries

Liberia and Sierra-Leone than for its

fell apart

as

armed to their teeth.
the nature of African

governments, under tremendous
internal and external pressures

began
change in the last few years, those
changes are having effect on the OAU
to

too. There was a

time when the

organisation was dominated by
generals. That is no longer the case.
Indeed, for the first time in its history
and to the pleasant surprise of many
Africans, the 36th summit of the OAU
in

year, passed a
unanimous resolution banning the

Algiers, last

admission of any

leader who would
by overthrowing
democratically elected government.

have
a

come to

power

Since the Cairo summit of 1994, it has
become customary not to allow states
that have not paid their dues to

participate in the summit. This has
renewed active commitment to the
OAU and will

help in alleviating its
perennial lack of resources. The OAU
continues to provide a diplomatic and
political framework for peaceful
settlement of
conflicts

on

some

of the violent

the continent. It may not

have succeeded in

bringing peace in
all of them but whenever final peace
is negotiated OAU frameworks are
often the basic documents around
which

previously belligerent forces
Some of the internal structural
changes in the OAU will also help it
to renew itself. It is opening up to civil
society and NGOs. Already, in the
agree.

African Commission

on

Human and

Peoples rights, human rights groups
and pro democracy organisations have
shown the kind of qualitative value
addition that such openness can bring
to the organisation. It is largely under
their collective patient work and
dynamic cooperation that an African
court on human rights has been agreed
upon. It is an indication of the
changing atmosphere that all African
states have now signed up to the
charter of the Commission. The most

fundamental

change taking place in
so much the real
politic alignments among states and
leaders, but the resurgence, resilience
and new confidence of civil society,
Africa

today is not

NGOs and

new

democratic forces

the continent.

They have raised
new spaces and
deepened the democratic debate. All
these are impacting on the historical
agenda of African Unity. In the past,
most of these groups had regarded the
OAU as a toothless bulldog. But in
recent years, some of them are
demanding and making entry points into
the
OAU
and
sub-regional
organisations. They are securing full
observer status in OAU agencies.
The challenge is to increase the
effective participation of such
groups. As part of the OAU reforms,
civil society organisations must push for
people’s forums at the OAU and use
across
new

issues, claimed

them to advance

an

inclusive African

unity agenda. The unity agenda which
guided those early Pan Africanists
continues to be under threat from the

arbitrary colonial borders which had
little regard for African culture,
tradition and history. It would be a
mistake, however, to pronounce the
African unity agenda dead. It remains
the only basis upon which the Africans
can reclaim their dignity and become
equal partners with the rest of
humanity. That the continent is still
prone to destructive conflicts should
not serve as evidence of the

failure of

Pan Africanism, but rather a
demonstration of its necessity

tragic
■
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Ghana

Adieus

Rawlings

Napoleon Abdulai

The forthcoming parliamentary

and presidential elections in Ghana are now in
full gear, following the close of registration for all candidates and political parties
on September 12.

T

he elections, the most
since
important
multiparty democracy

restored in 1992, also see
President John Jerry Rawlings
was

The NPP is led

by a lawyer of
long standing repute in the person
of John A. Kuffour. He served as
minister for local government in the
then radical government of the

leaving office power after
dominating the country’s
political landscape for 18 years.
Consti- tutionally, Rawlings is
bared from contesting, having

PNDC in 1982. He

served for two consecutive

and

terms.

Amartey Kwei,

Although there are many
candidates and political parties that
have registered for the elections, the

Kuffour was the Party’s presidential
candidate in the 1996 election.
The party is the largest

real contest is set to be between the

opposition in parliament and has
among its ranks a number of leading
intellectuals, who believe strongly

major parties, namely the ruling
National Democratic Congress
(NDC) and the New Patriotic Party
two

(NPP).
The NIXI presidential candidate

is Professor John Arthur Mills,
Ghana’s current vice president, who
hails from the Central

region of
Rawlings: Twice a coup leader, candidate for
Agyeman Rawlings, retirement
the ubiquitous First Lady, is said to
have formed this party in 1991
The NDC is facing serious internal
following the lifting of the ban on party
problems as many of its members are
politics.
The ban on political parties was
now openly complaining against the
‘undemocratic nature’ of the Party.
imposed by the Provisional National
Defence Council (PNDC), created by
Many members of the NDC from the
three northern regions and the ‘Zongo’
president Rawlings, following his
communities
across the country have
military coup on December 31, 1981,
which overthrew the elected government
demonstrated against party policies. The
of then president Hilla Limann, the first
Zongos are pan African Centres across
Ghanaian leader from the north of the
many West African cities and towns.
The people are from the neighbouring
country.
Limann had assumed power on
countries out with right of citizenship.
The NDC has ruled the country since
September 24, 1979, after winning
elections organised by Rawlings, who
1992. Should he be elected. Mills has
had led a previous military coup. The
promised to take an uncompromising
vice presidential candidate for the NDC
stance in the struggle against corruption,
is Martin Hamidu, the current deputy
which according to local media reports,
attorney general. He is from the Upper
currently permeates the higher echelons
East region.
of Rawlings government.
Ghana. Nana
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resigned from
the
abduction and murder of three high
court judges and a retired armed
officer on June 30,1982, by soldiers
government

a

following

civilian member of the PNDC
a

radical unionist.

in the free market economics. The
NPP is perceived to be an Akan
based party, with strong support in
the rich heartland of Asante.
Some of its leaders such as Dr.
Kwame Safo Adu, Nana AkufoAddo and J. H. Mensah together
with the left wing United

Revolutionary Front (URF), the
Democratic Alliance of Ghana (DAG)
and sections of the independent media

played a critical role in forcing
Rawlings to call for the 1991 elections.
The Party’s vice presidential
candidate is Hawa Yakubu, a radical
and only independent member of

parliament between 1992 and 1996.
John Senuni, another independent MP,
later joined her. Both were defeated in
the 1996 elections amid accusations of

intimidation, harassment and of

receiving campaign funds from
Nigeria’s former dictator, the late
General Sani Abacha.
The Party is also

facing internal
problems, with the defection to the
NDC inJuly this year, of Alhajilssaka
Inusa, John Kuffour’s presidential
campaign manager in 1996.
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If the NPP wins the

1996.

presidential

The Reform

election, it would be the first time this
rightwing party would have tasted
since

power

Colonel

Party’s presidential

candidate, Goosie Tanoh, is considered
to be one of the top politicians in Ghana.

Kutu

He served

Acheampong removed its predecessor
from power on January 13, 1972. Its

as an

adviser to Chairman

election

Rawlings during the PNDC, and was the
head of Ghana’s mission to the United

need

Nations before he returned to

campaign is premised on the
to encourage more private

investment in Ghana.

cassava

renamed ‘the Notorious Liars Council’

(NLC) by Kwame Nkrumah in his book
‘Dark

Days in Ghana’.

The CPP

presidential candidate is
Hagan. Like the NDC

Professor George

candidate, he is also
Central
as

a

Fante from the

region of Ghana. His election
candidate, unlike that

the presidential

in Ghana believe
party’s strength is in its thorough
knowledge of the NDC, which they say
can play a significant role in preventing
fraud in the coming elections.
Dr. Owereku Brobbey leads the
the

Reform Ghana Movement. He is
Nkrumah: dark

These

are

days in Ghana

individuals who broke away

from

Rawlings’s party, after a power
struggle that saw the NDC split into two
factions. Its top leadership includes
such

personalities as Dr. Kwesi
a former Rawlings finance
minister who presided over the initial
implementation of economic reforms in
Ghana. One of the richest people in
Ghana, Botchwey left government in
Botchwey,

of Professor Mills was carried
out in an openly transparent party

Commonwealth secretariat in London.
If elections

by the number of

one

writes in the

newspapers, Brobbey would certainly
be the next president of Ghana.

The Egle Party is one of the noisy
parties found within the state owned
media. It is allied to the NDC in the

so

called

Progress Alliance. A cousin of
president Rawlings, Michael Soussoudi
founded it. The party’s
original name was Every
Accountable

Ghanaian

Everywhere

Living
(EAGLE).
Accountable

But
was

the

droped

later because it reminded the

former
Information minister and was the
is

were won

serious articles

in Kumasi, the garden
city of West Africa. His running
mate is a wealthy lawyer from
northern Ghana, Alhaji Ibrahim
He

a

prolific writer and commentator, who
for many years worked for the

congress

Mahama.

his

Central region.
Political analysts

Kwame Nkrumah founded the

Convention People’s Party (CPP) on
June 12, 1949. It ruled Ghana from

independence in 1957, until the CIA
financed coup of February 1966. The
new military rulers, known as the
National Liberation Council (NLC)
banned the party. It was crime in the post
coup era to display Nkrumah’s pictures
or any CPP symbols. It was only in April
this year, that the ban on the CPP was
lifted by Parliament. The NLC, was

run

business. Tanoh is also from the

a

The CPP leader is Professor

ruling elite of the 1979 and
1982 days when government
and Rawlings based theif
rule on accountability,
integrity and transparency.

Abukari Al-Hassan, educated in
Denmark and currently with the

leader. Ward Brew is founder

presidential candidate of the labour
supported Social Democratic Party
(SDP) during the 1979 elections.

A former student union

and leader of the Democratic

University of Ghana, Legon. He
was the member of parliament for
Tamale during the short-lived
Third Republic (1979-81).
A victory by Professor Hagan
would be the second time

a

People’s Party (DPP), another
ally of the NDC.
The main characteristic of
the election

campaign so far
has been its failure to focus on

party

of the issues currently
facing Ghana. Only the CPP
has consistently raised such
critical issues as the collapse

related to the Nkrumaist tradition

any

rules the country since Nkrumah
was overthrown. The first was in
1979 election.

of education, health and the

Dr. Hilla Limann formed the

in general.
majority of parties

People’s National Convention
(PNC) in 1991. Its presidential
candidate is 50-year-old Dr.

economy

Edward Mahama, a medical

the critical issues related to the

officer. The party

has one seat in
parliament.
Other parties are the National
Reform Party, which is made of Performing

collapse of the Ghanaian
currency, the cedi, the high

cadres of the 1982 radicalism.

as

The
have

the current

Nana
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one of the last acts: Rawlings and wife
welcoming the British Queen

so

far failed to address

educational and health fees,
the status of women, as well

rampant crime ■
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You Don’t Have to Know

About Art to Love
Celia Winter

H

istorically, sculpture has
of people’s social

been part

space, seen

by many not

knowledgeable about art, but who
readily understand its meaning.
Sculpture explores the relationship
between form and space, and that
space has included the space
sculpture shares with people who see
it, love it and see it as relevant to their

lives.
In

Europe we see sculpture,
reminding us of what we believe. We
walk down the crowded streets of

Bangkok, see sculpture climbing up
temple walls and are reminded of what
others believe. We
and

see an

African mask

the

place given to sculpture
worship. Sculpture has
represented the Gods people worship,
religious figures, monarchs and
we see

in rituals of

overlords, men of state and cloth,
soldiers, known and unknown.

Sculpture leads non-believers to believe
and believers to lose their faith.
It has created Gods and lead to their
down fall. Since statuary

became
sculpture, sculpture became the art

work, from the artwork became the

object, the object became ‘ post object,’
sculpture has engaged space in different
ways. Since Picasso took some metal
and made a guitar indistinguishable
from the real thing, sculpture has been
recognised as art, preoccupied with form
and aesthetics and defining and
occupying space in a new way. In a
gallery setting sculpture, as an art
object, engaged in a formal relationship
with empty space. Those who saw it
became viewers, rather than people
actively participating in its meaning.
Sculptors today are concerned about the
space where their work is placed.
Those making land art, performance art
and installations incorporate space
into their work, and the space becomes
part of the sculpture. Traditionally
sculpture was seen where people gather,
walk, talk, pray or simply pass the time
of day. In the East, there is temple
20

Sculpture

Irving

sculpture. In the West, sculpture is in

angels

cathedrals, civic squares, palaces and

How better than

public spaces. There is the sculpture in
the parks and the landscape. In Africa
sculpture has been part of the space of
ritual observance which is occupied
by people who come together to worship
their Gods. While many sculptures are
site specific, there are sculptures which
seem

to have been there

forever and

sprung up from nowhere. There are the
Easter Island “heads”, the stone circles

Stonehenge in Britain, and the
massive stone assemblages of Great
Zimbabwe. The question remains, ‘how
did the stones occupy the space’?
‘Where did they come from?’ ‘How did
they get there’? ’Ancient’ and ‘modem’
sculpture, made for social or religious
purposes related to buildings, symbols
of what people believed and how they
lived. In India and Asia, many headed
gods and goddesses copulating in every
conceivable position climbed up temple
walls, guarded by “temple dogs”. In
Greece, the spaces of the Parthenon and
the Acropolis crawled with sculptures,
their walls filled with friezes providing
action packed adventures, narratives
at

similar to the dramas of Aeschulus and

Eurypides. Greek sculpture made nudity
acceptable, and the nude remains a
respectable aspect of sculpture. The
Venus di Milo is everyone’s idea and
ideal of Greek sculpture as art. But the
‘first lady of statuary’ had life before
the Louvre and what is as tantalising as
why she lost her arms, is where and why
she was made. The spiritual history of
the Middle Ages is enshrined in
sculpture. In the Middle Ages, social
organisation and social order were
determined by the doctrines of the
Church and the role of the cathedral in
the life of civil

society. Ecceliastic
sculpture conformed to shifts in religious
thinking, reformations and cleavages in
Christianity and the Church. During this
period sculpture was a fixed point in
man’s understanding of eternity and
the after life

as

lived in

a

heaven of

and

sounding brasses.
by sculpture could

Christ, his Ascension and the chariots
and riders of the

Apocalypse be visually
represented? Painting represented a flat
world which science would

dispute.

While words

might fare best in
describing Christ’s divinity, sculpture in
the cathedral, under the ”roof of God”
described his life on earth, the friends
he made, the parties he threw, the

miracles he wrought and the agony he
suffered. How many jieople know Christ

through the sculptures in Cathedrals,
they read in the Bible?
How many people know the Bible
through sculptures, the ‘Flight into
Egypt’ the ‘Adoration of the Magi’ in
relief sculpture on capitals and altar
pieces? How many people know the
annunciation of Mary through the
Marian statuary in cathedrals and
churches, rather than the writings of the
C14 mystics, which established the cult
of the Virgin? In the early Middle Ages,
sculptures of Saints, Mystics, and the
Virgin were part of the space, the
silence, required for prayer, devotion
and worship. During the Middle Ages,
sculpture supported the view that God’s
place was within the hearts of the
faithful praying in cathedrals. In
cathedrals, there were enough sculptures
of the Last Supper, Christ ascending,
and allegories of purgatory on altar
pieces, tympanums, choir stalls and
pillars to give an intimation of the life
rather than what

thereafter. Whether bound for purgatory

paradise, there

was a magnificent
sepulchral tomb.
By the Cl3 the sepulchral tomb offset
by the effigy of the deceased, and
evidence of his trappings of wealth and
or

send off in the

mortal achievements meant the start of
the after life. The monument sometimes

put up during a person’s life, a tribute
to man’s achievements or his vanity?
The funeral monument had a privileged

in the cathedral or church,
designated, or “allocated” to the person
before they died. The monument was
space
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sometimes free

standing, sometimes a
soaring compliment to the height of the
cathedral, sometimes the ‘piece de
resistance’ of the private chapel. By the
late C14 the spaces of civic squares,
parks and gardens were filled
with sculptures of the famous, the would
be famous or those made famous by
sculpture. By the C18 theatres and opera
houses were temples to art as well as
drama and music, and by the C19 the
sculpture even adorned the cavernous
spaces of railway stations. It is ironic
to think

that at

a

recent

Cassell

‘Documenta’ art in the deserted railway
station

was

seen

as

an

adventure.

history of sculpture remains
unfinished. If what is made today is

The

aimed to shock, there is more to come.

Blood, excrement and entrails, some of
the

‘materials’ of

new

sculpture.

Sculpture has dealt with man’s big
moments, his fame, his achievements,
his beliefs, his moments of battle and

victory, his death and the prospects of
his after life. It has depicted large scale
emotions, love and unrequited love,
sonnets in stone to woo

the loved

one.

sculptures, like those
of Camille Claudelle, of those flying
from love and those flying in the face of
love. And sculpture has dealt with the
eternal, unending space, the space of
death, the moments of dying and death.
Sculpture gives re.spect to the individual
after he or she has departed. Sculpture
has represented a person, an idea, a
moral allegory or an event, after its time.
No one can bring back Balzac but the
closest thing might be Rodin’s sculpture
There have been

of the writer with
of learning
Museums

domed head, a hat

a

and eyes filled with wisdom.
and galleries changed the

purpose and perception of sculpture,
privileging it in such a way to develop
an

elite audience. The basement of the

bottomless pit for statues
stripped bare of their context, marble
against marble floors and marble walls.
Louvre,

a

of museums
committed to showing “ancient history”
with solemnity, marble statues with
In

the

vast

spaces

identical bases become identical statues,

In ethnographic
African
masks, garish painted faces, stripped

boring to the
museums,

eye.

and art

museums,

bare of their context, are denied their
social space. Sculpture has always been
art, but in a gallery or museum it
becomes only art, devoid of its social

meaning, purpose and
Where in the gallery is the
person who sees sculpture in parks and
gardens, the man sitting by the sculpture

standing,

space,

presence.
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used to make

sculpture, the
(Warhol), the

reading the newspaper, the lovers
stretching their bodies on green lawns.

or were

At the Kronermuller Museum outside

unusual, the tile and the felt hat.
Elements of danger crept into sculpture

Ede in the Netherlands, a leisurely walk
in the grounds takes in a Mark di Suvero,

brightly painted metal sculpture like a
giant piece of leggo. In the streets of
Bologna in Italy, sculptures share their
space with bars and trattorias, Hermes,
Versace, Jardin and Guggi, sculpture,
part of the bella vita. And in Egypt the
a

pyramids and the Sphinx attract millions
of tourists, who have never thought
about sculpture, and have no idea that
they are seeing some of the world’s best
examples. By the C20 Europe was no
longer contained in a .set of religious
beliefs articulated by their symbols, and
man

was

not

as

assured of his

immortality. Two World Wars in the
space of thirty years made man aware
of his capacity for destruction. Attman’s
‘Nail

Fetish’

Revolvers, 1963,

Accumulation
was

of

the sculpture

which said it all. If cathedrals were

built, they were all plate rather
stained glass, bricks, rather

than
than
sandstone, all space for prayer and no
room for sculpture. In the C20 artists
made sculptures because they wished to
make art, Picasso and Matisse, known
as

painters, began to sculpt. Sculpture
defined by the names of art

was

movements. Constructivism, Fluxux,
Arte Povera, Minimalism, Post Modem,
rather than

periods of architecture or
periods of history. Today museums and
galleries make a great fuss of sculpture
but everything is turned upside down.
Some showcase works beyond the
bounds of respectability, sculpture
designed to shock. There are pickled
sharks in glass cases, perhaps best seen
under the sea, videos verging on the
pornographic. And in galleries there are
sculptures best suited to the outdoors.
The Kronermuller does well by keeping
the Mark di Suvero outside, but in other
museums huge, enormous Di Suvero’s
and Richard Serra’s are crammed in,

crying for their space in the industrial
landscape along with used car yards,
rubbish dumps and neon strips. Pristine
gallery floors are dirtied with earth
works which work better as sculptures
if seen in the dust, dirt

and empty space

landscape. And what was made
for galleries is seen in sculpture parks
and gardens. Over the past thirty years,
sculpture has been made from materials
associated with every day life, as a
critique of mass production and mass
consumption, ordinary objects became.

of the

‘classic’ the soup can

through the use of broken bottles,
rusty nails, sharp and predatory things
which if touched might harm the
viewer, or at least attract his ability to
self destruct. The ‘space’ dominated the
minds of those who made installations
filled with strange

and outlandish
objects. And sculptors began to
participate in their sculptures enact
things, in the manner of the theatre artist.
The human body was no longer the
model, or the object, it was the sculpture
itself. These ‘performances’ engaged
only a narrow elite, often fellow
performers and a small interested public.
So sculpture’s audience, diminished by
the gallery was diminished even
further. And sculpture placed in the
desert or the landscape, or which
wrapped up rocks, to occupy space
occupied by sea, sky and earth, was seen
only by the lonely wanderer who
tramped the desert or walked the cliffs
of a lonely beach. Today there are so
many names to describe sculpture, and
the inclusiveness creates confusion.
Rather than

sculpture being part of art

movements, there are new movements

of sculpture. There is post object art,
ephemeral art, installations, body art,
performance art, land art, earth works.
And at art school, the Sculpture
Department is often Three Dimensional
Studies, an anything and everything
definition which negates any idea of
sculptural purity. Today sculptors bring
the earth, ground, the rocks, the sea, the
sky, even the sun and the moon into their
works. Next they will engage the
universe. When will it all stop? Is there
such a thing as sculpture left in today’s
world? Painting remains, however
radical, resolutely painting. Sculpture,
in all its

new

manifestations,

seems to

have left

sculpture behind. Does
anyone in Africa make a mask any more
which is not a replica of a mask? Does
anyone in Europe still make a torso
which is not a replica in some strange
and dangerous material? Sculptors today
seem to forget the materials sculpture
was once

famous for, and make icons

of materials which

formerly had nothing
sculpture. Today it seems
you have to know something about art
to understand sculpture, but more so,
you have to know something about
sculpture to understand art. Do artists
paint, draw, sketch or make pots any
more? No, they make sculpture ■
to do with
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“Trust us, we will not

gobble
you” - says Jacob Zuma

At the recent Southern African

International Dialogue (SAID 2000) summit in Maputo, SAPEM’s

Fernando Goncalves caught up with South African deputy president Jacob Zuma. In a wide
ranging
interview that touched on Zuma’s own perception ofthe concept of ‘smart
partnerships as well as
other issues of concern to the region, Zuma dispels fears that his
country may use the recently
launched SADC trade protocol to intensify its domination of the region.
Excerpts:
GONCALVES: What do you
have achieved with this

Saudi Arabia to support the land

think you

(SAID 2000) meeting?

reform programme in Zimbabwe. How
far have those arrangements gone?

ZUMA: The main achievement is

I

the fact that very top delegations
from different countries have

one,

come

together to discuss what is

important thing about it is that

funds.

able to

speak
without formal settings that at
times do inhibit people when they

on

that

And

that

commitment

How

can

South Africa reconcile its

commitment to the SADC trade

they are more relaxed, they can
say things that in a formal setting
they can not say because they are
not necessarily inhibited by the
a

the details

continues.

discuss sensitive issues. Here

fact that there will be

you

president Mugabe and other leaders in
the region. We have got to resolve that
question, and part of it is to find the

here, delegations from different
are

give

but as you know that has been the
commitment; working together with

it that needs to be done. The

countries

can not

agreement with a similar agreement
European Union?

with the

It is not true that because

resolution.

relations with the

we

have

European Union we

People are able to interact more Zuma; “We have got to engage”
can not have economic relations with
freely. If we can succeed in doing
other countries. South Africa has specific agreements with
so, then we can begin to harmonise our views towards a
the European Union, and a different kind of relations with
consensus that will help us in
development and many other the region, of which we are part. Whoever thinks that there
things. We are then in a better position, either in regional,
is a contradiction is certainly making a mistake. Like any
continental or international organisations to have a kind of
country in SADC, they might not have a similar agreement
canvassed view, an informed view that will help us to
with the European Union, but they have agreements with
influence events in those forums.
many other countries that they trade with, bilateral and
otherwise. So I do not think that we have a problem, or a
One of the main problems facing the region today, is the
contradiction. If anything, our agreement with the European
economic crisis in Zimbabwe. What is South Africa
Union can serve to enhance the region; through South Africa,
prepared to do, in a practical way, to try and help Zimbabwe
we are able to have goods coming from the
European Union,
move out of the crisis?
and that is going to be an advantage to the region.
Everybody knows that South Africa and Zimbabwe are
That is how South Africa views the situation. However, there
meeting to discuss among others, that kind of an issue. And I
think the issue therefore, is under consideration between the
two countries and governments, and we are satisfied with the
fact that

we are

making

progress.

Our view is that

we

have

got to engage, and Zimbabwe and South Africa are part of
SADC. We all have to engage, we all have to make sure that

serious

concerns within the region, that through the
Africa-European Union trade agreement, duty free
goods entering South Africa from Europe will find their way
are

South

to other countries?

the Zimbabwe situation is better. That is in the interest of

No, that is part of what we have done with the trade agreement

everybody else and it is from that point of view that the South
African government is indeed in constant contact with the

region. It is in fact the other way round; South Africa
complaining that big countries are dumping goods
in smaller countries, which then find their way into South
Africa. The trade agreement is actually to guarantee that such
things do not happen. There is a transparent situation, there
is no one who is going to hide anything. If you remember.

Zimbabwean government.
President Mbeki
taken the lead in
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quoted a few months ago as having
attempts to raise funds from Norway and

was

in the

has been
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that

was

part of the problem that delayed

the signing of the

SADC trade agreement, because it was also the concern of
South Africa, because it was happening; goods from the Far
East

the

were

entering South Africa through other countries in

region.
allegations of migrant workers who are
being forcibly repatriated from
that an official government policy?

There have been

found to be HIV infected
South Africa. Is

That is the first time I hear it, so I can not confirm.

everybody. But there is a fact that we can not run
from; our economies are not of the same size. The
question of how do you proportionate that in relation to what
benefit comes to every other country. You can not tell me that
it is a healthy situation that people from other countries in the
region do not have industries, and therefore they will have to
be moving illegally into South Africa. At what point do we
reverse that? We can only reverse that by creating industries
throughout the region. If we are going to be talking about
opening the borders, you do not want to open the borders
benefits
away

when there

are no

industries in the other countries, so that

workers from the

goes to South Africa and these countries remain
empty. How do we discuss, without suspicion, the

that

industrialisation of the

a programme to recruit farm
region to work in South African farms. Is
programme still on?

There

was a

discussion of

a lot of
labour in the farms, which is not accounted for. As you may

What South Africa has been

know,

our

saying is that there is

brothers and sisters would cross illegally into the

course the labour department in particular, has
saying that they have got to know the people who are
employed. The farmers themselves have said that they have
a lot of people who work for them, who do not have any papers.

farms and of

been

In that kind of

a

situation, the problem that has been raised

by the labour department in South Africa is that you are

exploitation of people who
because they do not go through any labour
system. So, in order to protect them, rather than anything else,
it is important that they are known so that the farmers are
able to employ people with at least the minimum wage that is
being guaranteed by the law.

therefore bound to have extreme
don’t have papers

How can South Africa contribute to the

development of

region while at the same time allaying fears that it is
charting its own agenda to dominate the region?

the

There is

no

South Africa that is

going to sit and work out its

working

unit, and we

own

rules. In this

have

got to have a situation where the economy of the region

region

we are

as a

everybody

region,

so

that

you

have industries

growing everywhere and therefore you have the business
people also growing. There is no South Africa that is going to
do anything else without the agreement of the others. At the
same time we can not hold back development because one
country feels in one form or the other. We have Botswana,
Lesotho and Swaziland; they have been working with South
Africa in the Customs Union. They have not complained that
South Africa gobbled them. It can not, because we have
experience on how to deal with small economies, so no one
must have any problem. If there is any issue, we certainly
need to discuss it and find a way. We might, for example,
deliberately say, ‘this kind of business goes to such a country’,
so

that

that business elsewhere also thrives. I
should fear anything. We should engage and

we can ensure

do not think

we

what are the fears, because if you go to South
Africa, people will complain that people from the region are
coming to take their jobs. At what point shall we say people
discuss and say,

in South Africa

longer complain, that they can now go
employment. I do not think we
should be inhibited by the historical problems that we have
inherited. The problem should be how do we grow our
economies faster in order to solve our problems in the region.
And as a unit of SADC we have got to do that. There is no
to

can no

other countries to look for

other way*
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nflationary pressures were

measures

embedded in the structural

cornerstone

rigidities which included the
immobility of factors of production;
export concentration and inability to
increase the amount and purchasing
power of exports; stagnant food
supply in the face of increasing
demand; the low rate of capital
formation; and deficiencies in the tax

policies. These are policies that
Zimbabwe has followed since the

adoption, in the early 1990s, of its own
version of

an

economic structural

adjustment programme. In the first
decade of independence (1980 - 1990),
the

Zimbabwe

economy

was

characterized

were

by expansionary fiscal
and monetary policies, which were
mainly intended to redress past
inequalities in income and resource

of

distribution. The

system.
The

propagation mechanisms which
represented by the income struggle
different social groups, aggravated

inherited

inflation.

Sunkel further

argued that inflation
naturally accompanied economic growth
and that it was rooted in the development
problems of a particular country. Within
this context, an increase in the money

supply should only be regarded as a
permissive factor, which allows inflation
to

manifest

itself

and

become

cumulative. Thus, any attempt to contain
it using monetary and/or fiscal policies
would

only result in rising unemployment and economic stagnation. Today we live in a world of globalisation,
wherein structural adjustment is shaping
the destiny of a large chunk of the human
race. Tight monetary and fiscal
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now regarded as the
of successful anti-inflation

are

a

new

government

highly controlled

economy
and used those controls to attain its own

objectives.
Economic controls
between

1991

and

were

reduced

1997, when

introduced the structural
adjustment programme, under the
auspices of the World Bank and the IMF.
This was before the country entered
into a deep recession, which is
symbolized by high inflation and
unemployment, a large domestic and
foreign debt, high incidence of poverty
and a restless urban population.
In the five years before independenee,
inflation averaged 10 percent per year
(see table), propelled largely by the
government
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intensified

war

of

independence. The

control

regime which prevailed before
independence affected prices, wages,
interest rates, investment and profit
repatriation, leading to lower inflation.
However, two exogenous factors (the
1973/74 oil price increase and the
escalation of the war of liberation) led
to rising inflation in the late 1970s.
Other factors which contributed to high
inflation

increases,
higher sales tax, född price increases
and the negative impact of international
were

wage

inflation climbed to 15.5 percent and
accelerated thereafter to reach 23.3

of

percent in 1991 and 42.1 percent in

and reforms in the fiscal and monetary

1992.

policy

Under the reform
government budget
deficit was to be reduced to 5 percent of
GDP (compared to 10.4 percent in
1990). The reform programme also
intended to reduce the growth of the
public sector wage bill, introduce cost
recovery measures in health and
arena.

programme,

The reform

period (1991 - 97)
higher economic
growth and to reduce poverty,
the government implemented in 1991 a
Itt

effort to sustain

an

trade

liberalization

whose main

i)
ii)

economic sanctions.

programme

objectives

were to:

the

relax domestic controls;

education, eliminate subsidies to state-

move away fit)m domestic controls

owned

to

reliance

on

market incentives;

and

Price Controls

public enterprises, price and trade

liberalization, economic deregulation

stimulate investments and remove
impediments to economic growth.
Policies implemented included reform

enterprises and abolish the
foreign
exchange.
administrative allocation of

iii)

Independence did not herald any
significant change in economic policy.
The

new
socialist government
maintained the cost-plus pricing

principle, which ensured the survival of
less efficient firms, and thus failed to

provide incentives for cost cutting. The
range of commodities subject to control
was enlarged. Under this
arrangement,
both consumer and produce! jjrices were
strictly controlled or regulated in order
to;

Zimbabwe Inflation rates
Year

% Per Year

Economic reform and inflation
Government pledged to extend further

(% per year)
Real

!

Money Supply

Real GDP Growth

1975

8.9

-3.7

0.2

1976

10

-1.4

-1.4

1977

10

-3.6

-7.5

1978

8.2

2.6

1.6

1979

12

-0.4

1.5

29.4

11.3

i)

keep prices of basic food stuffs

1980

7.2

low;

1981

13.9

-6.6

12.2

11)

eliminate monopoly pricing in

1982

14.6

-0.8

-4.4

highly

1983

19.6

-23.5

-3.6

1984

16.1

2.7

2.3

1985

9.4

0.9

7.4

1986

14.2

-5

2.1

1987

11.9

1-5

-0.5

1988

7.1

23.4

7.3

1989

11.6

7.3

4.6

1990

15.5

11.2

-0.01

1991

23.3

-6

2.8

controlled the prices of

1992

42.1

32

-7.7

commodities with a pricing formula and

1993

27.6

51

2

mark-up. There were also commodities
whose prices were controiled by cabinet.
Government had the option of imposing
price freezes as it happened in 1987. The

1994

22.3

-2.3

5

1995

22.5

26.3

-2

1996

21.4

1.5

8.1

government also took charge of wages,
by controlling the rate of salary
increases and setting minimum wages.
However, by the end of the 1980s, real
wages had declined to below their 1980/

1997

18.85

1998

31.70

1999

58.5

2000

53.7

(1st quarter)

56.2

concentrated

local

industries; and

iii)

reduce excessive rents accruing to
importers with access to limited
and rationed foreign exchange
resources.

A

number of institutions

were

responsible for monitoring price
changes. The Price Control Board
controlled the prices of goods which
Were subject to fixed mark-ups above
cost. The ministry of commerce and
industry

81 level. Meanwhile inflation had risen

in 1984, although it fell
in 1985. In 1986, the
inflation rate rose to 14.2 percent but
again fell to 11.9 percent in 1987 and
7.1 percent in 1988. In 1990, the rate of
19.6 percent
to 9.4 percent

2.5

41.2

to

26

Source:

Kadenge, P. (1998), Essays on macroeconomic adjustment in Zimbabwe: Goutenburg,
(for 1975-1996)
ii) For 1997 - 98 SADC Data Bank, SAFES.
iii) For 2000, Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe Monthly Review, May 2000, ed., C.S.O.

i)

Sweden
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the process

of price decontrol. Thus by
1997, prices of most basic consumer
items were no longer under state control.
One notable exception was the price of
fuel. Available evidence clearly
indicates that the implementation of the
reform programme provoked an
inflationary spiral, which has continued
to-date.

inflation

Whereas

was

generally low, averaging 12 percent,
between 1980 and

1990, it accelerated

thereafter to

than 20 percent for
As the adjustment

more

most of the 1990s.

failed to stem the various
inflationary pressures which were
programme

embedded in the structural deficiencies
of the economy, inflation accelerated
and became cumulative, reaching 58

massive increase
in inflation was this time accompanied
by regressive income shifts. There is
evidence to suggest that price decontrol
percent by 1999. The

and elimination of subsidies

on

basic

commodities has

minimum wages

and other redistributive
policies helped to reduce the income gap
and improved the living conditions of
the lowly paid. The government seems
to have been aware all along of the
danger posed to its prices and incomes
policies by monopolies or cartels. It
therefore sought to reduce this danger
by either subsidizing consumption and
production or controlling prices. Within
this context, inflation remained
relatively low until the early 1990s. The
economic reform programme changed
the
situation
radically.
Its
implementation implied a movement
along an uncharted path of reliance on
market forces, and incentives. The
majority of the policies implemented
under the ambit of adjustment were
bound to inflame the inflation crisis

since their main objective was to set
producers free in determining their own
costs and prices. As a result, price
inflation affected mainly those
commodities whose prices had been

negatively impacted on
living conditions of (mainly) the
urban poor. Rising inflation and
contributed
unemployment
Since the early 1990s,
immensely to growing labour
militancy which culminated in the inflation has also

the

and

formation

consolidation

of

the

main

opposition, the Movement for
Democratic Change (MDC).
Price controls, market
and inflation
Inflation is caused

forces

by structural

deficiencies and is associated with

about Z$2.5 in 1990 to the
current level of Z$50 per

1US$

was

largely contained by resorting to
government controls and regulations.
Although there were disadvantages
associated with the system (such as the
reduction of competition through the
creation or support of monopolies or
cartels) there

were

benefits in the form

commodities. The institutionalisation of
SAPEM SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER 2000

whose

consumption had

prices for products and services such as
milk, bread, maize meal, vegetable oil,
meat and transport has contributed
significantly to the worsening of living
conditions and widespread poverty.
Since the early 1990s, inflation has also
been worsened by the massive
devaluation of the currency, whose value

further industrialise the economy,

largely through import substitution
and export promotion, within the context
of a welfarist society. Social welfare was
to be achieved through controlling
consumer and producer prices and/or
subsidising consumption of basic

or

been subsidized. The rise of consumer

has

The

Democratic

leads to the conclusion that an economy
with structural features similar to

Zimbabwe’s and that operates under the

reign of such unfavourable exogenous
factors cannot be easily stabilised by
resorting to (conventional) monetary
and fiscal
the

policies without provoking
of unfavourable

emergence

outcomes.

In

general, tight fiscal and monetary
policies may work in a situation of
excess

demand.

However,

the

effectiveness of such

policies tends to
be neutralized by the interplay of
structural and exogenous forces. The
impact of tight fiscal and monetary
policies usually results in the
shifting of resources froth the poor to
the rich, while the poor

lose out
through price decontrol and subsidy
Stabilization programmes have

the

tendency of leading to erratic economic
growth and rising unemployment. The
Zambian and Malawian experiences
suggest that even the implementation of
strict monetary and fiscal policies,

including the adoption of
may nof

oudgets,

J7i effective anti-inflation

response.

In both OOUntHes, cash budgets have

controlled

stability.
“growth-with-equity” model
adopted after independence sought to

of price

the

Republic of Congo (DRC) and the
struggle over land, have worsened the
inflation problem and impacted
negatively on economic growth. This

only failed to stem inflation, but

not

the

of those structural weaknesses

1997, the continued military

intervention in

elimination.

been
worsened by the massive
devaluation of the currency,
whose value has fallen from

development experience of a
country. In the case of Zimbabwe, both
prior and after independence, the impact

Veterans in

fallen from about Z$2.5

in

have also led to erratic

or

reduced

economic

growth and rising
unemployment. There are those who
insist that mäfkets can be trusted to
achieve set objectives better than
governments. The immediate instinct is
to resist

such

generalizations and
approaches. There is folly
in ideological approaches Which insist

doctrinaire

that reduction of the role of the state

and

raising that of the market forces

1990 to the current level of Z$50 per

will achieve what has been unattainable

1US$. In 1994, the government

in the past.

decided to let the market determine the
value of the Zimbabwe dollar. The

developing countfies, the
objective of economic policy
should be to promote economic growth
and development. In the context of
Zimbabwe, not only have economic
stabilisation policies failed to achieve
that objective, but they have also led to
economic instabilityB

depreciation of the currency has played
significant role in increasing
the cost of imports and thus worsening
inflation. Other policies, such as the
lump sum US$5 000.00 payments to
a

each of the estimated 70 000 War

But for

main
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Business Briefs
Namibia
‘Blood diamond’ talks in Namibia

they’re to close unprofitable branches.

saying that Uganda has started the

This

process of applying. He added, however,
that this wouldn’t affect Uganda’s

unfortunate time for

comes at an

many people who have only recently
started to use banks to keep control of
their finances.

membership of COMESA.

Windhoek
to

- More deliberations on how
combat the trade of conflict diamonds

Botswana

took

place in Namibia. The aim of the
talks was to create a global diamond
certification system which will reduce
the number of .stones coming from rebelheld

areas in Africa. The International
Diamond Manufacturers’ Association

agreed in July to implement a system
which would provide documentation
showing where a diamond has been
mined. South African diamond giant
de Beers says

identifying individual
is like trying to complete a jigsaw
puzzle with missing pieces. In trying to
come
up with a solution for
identification, experts have suggested
the use of verifiable samples of
diamonds. In this case a profile or
duplicate diamond from official mining
gems

Botswana braced for

Gaborone
fortune

a

what de Beers calls

a

Mauritius is sole
trade

-

radical

Port Louis -A new

profits

success

of

a

shake-up by
announcing record profits up 12 per cent
to KShl .9bn for the year to June. The
results consolidate the industrial group’s
top ranking among an elite of Kenyan
companies which have reported billion
Shilling profits in spite of the country’s
stagnant economy - among them
Standard Chartered and Barclays banks.
But the fierce competition continues

dream.
are

But
now

than the older

-

source

of tax

significant
available for

twenty-two nation

-

an

revenue

important

improvement at EABl follows

without any

for their

The reason? South African-

was awarded a
general
telecoms licence in 1998 to compete

against state utility Uganda Telecom
Ltd, (UTL), which this year formed a
strategic equity partnership with
Datatek of Germany. These two big
players are driving prices down, leaving
smaller players unable to compete on
price.

Egypt
Egyptian stock market down more
than 40 percent this year
Cairo

At the end of last year

hopes
high that Egypt’s economy and
stock market were heading for a healthy
period of growth. But since January the
-

were

country’s main share index has fallen
more than 40
percent. Inflationary
pressures have increased, interest rates
have risen and the currency has been
allowed to depreciate. Another big
concern for investors is the
sluggish
pace of privatisation.

South Africa

Speculation mounts that Uganda is
to join SADC
-

Tanzania will leave

COMESA, to remain in SADC,

a

tiading bloc that includes South .kfrica.
It’s

a move that’s upset some old
economic alliances in Africa but now

speculation is mounting that Uganda
will follow suit.The country’s regional
cooperation minister has been quoted as

-

EU wine and spirits
on the rocks

trade deal
Pretoria

Kampala
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booths.

based MTN

South Africa

significant increase in sales

More bank branches
close in rural Kenya
Nairobi - Tens of thousands of people
in rural Kenya are to lose their local
banks. Both the main multinational
banks operating there - Barclays and
Standard Chartered - have announced

more

of the first foreign

Uganda

battle which has been

3,000 job losses, but was achieved

one

companies to operate telephone services
in Uganda has given up. After six years,
Starcom, the second foreign telecoms
company to pull out this year, after
Vodafone which quit in June, is closing
its calling centres and public telephone

governments.

dubbed “the mother of all beer wars”.
The

market in East Africa becomes

crowded,

the

COMESA group. Those countries
which have left Comesa for Sadc have,
in effect, postponed the elimination of
their national tariffs

Kampala - As the telecommunications

into effect

exporting to South Africa. To
date, only Mauritius has completed the
technical procedure required to qualify
for preferential access to the SA market.
But while free trade looks good on
paper, SADC has moved more slowly

between EABL and South African
a

came

September 1. Free trade

concessions

corporate

-

protocol for S ADC’s

countries

Nairobi-based East African

Breweries

applicant for SA
privileges

elimination of all internal tariffs on trade
between member countries - is still a

East African Breweries

Breweries celebrated the

universal

a

Mauritius

remote

Nairobi

even

pension scheme, albeit meagre. But in
spite of its lucrative diamond fields and
prudent spending, the country could be
on course for a
budget deficit this year the second in just three years.

on

Kenya
record

Botswana has spent

fourteen member states

development diamond.

announces

-

road network and

could be made in order to isolate
conflict diamond from a ‘clean’
or

budget deficit

its
wisely on education, a national

areas

diamond,

Starcom abandons telephone
services in Uganda

-

The

European Union’s trade

deal with South Africa

over

wines and

spirits could be postponed again. After
four years of arduous negotiations, some
EU members were loathe to give up
exclusive

use

of centuries-old names for

their products

such as “port”, “sherry”,
“grappa”. The final draft involved
South Africa agreeing to phase out

and
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within twelve years the use of these
names. In return, the EU agreed to

provide financial assistance to the South
African wine industry. But South
African authorities say the text the EU
finally sent over this month had changed
some key points

cmde

prices were at levels which caused
in consuming countries, the
conference agreed to increase overall
output hy 800 000 b/d with effect from
concern

October 1, as shown on the

Country

Current Increase New

(b/d)

Rising oil prices trigger protests
across Europe
London

Protests

(b/d)

(b/d)

836 000

Indonesia

1 317 000

41 600

1358 600

Iran

3 727 000

116 800

3 843 800

Kuwait

2 037 000

64 000

2101 000

that we are
eligible for dutyfree treatment,” Clinton told Nigerian
industry leaders during his three-day

Libya

1 361 000

43 200

1 404 200

state

Nigeria

2 091 000

65 600

2156 600

nation.

658 000

20 800

678 800

Qatar

gathered momentum across much of
Western Europe early in September.

Saudi
Arabia

8253000 259200

8512200

Truckers, farmers and other fuel users

UAE

2 219 000

70 400

2 289 400

blockaded oil installations and disrupted

Venezuela

2926000

92800

3018800

traffic, with widespread protests in
Britain, Belgium, France, Germany and
the Netherlands. In Britain, the situation
was so severe that the government was
given authority to take emergency
powers to ensure fuel distribution after

Totals

25 400 000 800 000

26199 400

blockading of refineries and panic
buying by motorists led to many petrol
stations running dry. Rejecting calls for
concessions to the protestors, the British
prime minister Tony Blair said his
government could not alter government
policy on petrol due to blockades and
picketing. “That is not the way to make
policy in Britain, and as far as I am
the

concerned it

never

will be,” he said.

The French government,

where the

protests began, was forced to agree to
fuel taxes. The protests took place

cut

despite the decision by the Organisation
of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC), on September 10, to raise oil
production by 800 000 barrels a day, a
move which failed to produce any
significant fall in prices. The new
measures are to be implemented from
October 1, but oil traders remained
uncertain whether OPEC members had
the spare
oil.

“I

25 600

against high oil prices

-

the US valued at US$ 1.2 billion.

811 000

Algeria

Oil

table below:

wide-ranging initiatives on August 27,
aimed at deepening economic ties
between the two countries, including
duty-free access to the American market
for Nigerian products.
Agreements signed between the two
countries guarantee Nigerian exports to
am

making

glad to

announce

your exports

visit to the oil-rich West African

This effectively meant that

Nigeria’s

exports would be added to the list of
countries which qualify for duty-free
status under the US government’s
Generalized System of Preferences

(GSP) programme.
This offers

Asia/Pacific
World Economic Forum Asia-Pacific
summit marred

by anti-capitalist

protests
Melbourne

-

There

clashes

were

anti-capitalist protestors and
police in the Australian city of

between

Nigeria the opportunity
expand its export base beyond oil,
which accounts for 95 percent of its
foreign currency earnings.
to

The GSP is different from the
African Growth and

Opportunity Act,
approved by the American congress this
year to give free access to virtually all
products from poor Sub-Saharan
African countries.

Melbourne where the World Economic
Forum (WEE) met at

the beginning of

September. Protestors were involved in
street battles with the police, as they
tried to block delegates from entering
the building where the WEF’s AsianPacific regional summit was being held.
The star attraction at the summit was

Microsoft’s Bill Gates, who spoke at a
session on Asia and the IT Revolution.
Other

areas

of discussion included the

future direction of the Chinese economy,
the

internet,

and the effects of

globalisation.

The elimination of tariffs could
increa.se demand for
such

as cocoa,

Nigerian exports

cotton,

hand-made

traditional textiles, minerals and forest

products. Tariffs on such goods entering
between 2 and

the United States range
20 percent.
The US is

Nigeria’s largest market,
absorbing nearly 45 percent of its
exports, mostly crude oil.
This

was

the formula Clinton found

round Nigeria’s calls and
expectations for debt cancellation. In an
address
to
Nigerian business
representatives, Clinton said that trade
to

go

diversification, rather than the debt
relief was the best way to help Nigeria,
Africa’s most populous country of over

Nigeria/us

capacity to produce the extra
Trade, not debt relief,

110 million

meeting of the OPEC
Conference in Vienna on September 1011, under the chair of its President, Ali
Rodriguez Araque, minister of energy

welcome American

representatives prepared to
president Bill
Clinton, last month, top on their agenda
was that they would manage to impress
upon their guest to take up the case for

people.
just like oil money,”
he said. “You can take it and go give it
to everybody and in two, three months
it will all be gone.”
He did not, however, completely mle
out future assistance in easing Nigeria’s
debt servicing problems, provided
president Olusegun Obasanjo’s
government kept its promises of deeper

and mines of Venezuela, the conference

the cancellation of the

economic reforms.

examined supply/demand for the coming

debt.

Clinton tells

Oil

prices, which have reached their
highest level since the world crisis in
1973, are likely to hit the economies of
developing countries, most of them in
Africa.
At the 11"'

period and reviewed market demand.
Since its last extraordinary meeting in
June and taking into account the fact that
SAPEM SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER 2(MM)

Abudja

As

Nigeria

senior

Nigerian

government officials, diplomats and
trade

Not a poor country

country’s foreign

by any standards,
Nigeria was offered trade instead, with
the American president announcing

“Debt relief is

Other agreements, involving six
leading Nigerian banks, are expected to
increase the ability of Nigerian banks
to

lend to local businesses.
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Currency Checklist
Rates
Selected

Countries

Angola re-adjusted kwanza
Botswana pula

Burundi franc

(FFr)

August 2000
Parallel
$

£ (FFr)

76.56

(11.35)

82.00

n/a

11.89

n/a

12.00

7.84

5.20

(99.66)

719.58

(47.78)

345.00

4.50

(100.00)

721.94

(24.00)

173.29

Egypt pound

5.26

3.49

Ethiopia birr

12.25

8.13

Gambia dalasi

19.54

12.97

1.67

2.50

ia054.90

6,675.00

5.31

3.30

Kenya shilling

113.20

75.15

Liberia dollar

1.50

1.00

1.67

Lybia dinar

0.69

0.46

5.31

(893.00)

6,448.00

Malawi kwacha

87.74

58.25

Mauritius rupee

39.37

26.13

Moroco dirham

(1.48)

10.73

2425230

16,100.00

155.75

103.40

8.62

5.72

3,170.44

2,076.89

Djibouti franc

Ghana cedi

Madagascar/ranc

Mozambique metical
Nigeria naira
Seychelles rupee
Sierra Leone leone
Somalia

3,400.00

shilling

South Africa rand

2,200.00
10.48

6.96

389.84

258.80

n/a

n/a

1,203.58

799.00

800.00

1,205.00

(0.19)

1.39

Uganda shilling

2,470.42

1,640.00

Zambia kwacha

4,820.34

3,200.00

75.32

50.00

n/a

60.00

Sudan dinar
Tanzania

shilling

Tunisia dinar

Zimbabwe dollar
n/a not availiable
—

no

SAPES DATA BANK

parallel market

French franc rates appear in brackets.
euro has a fixed value of FFr6.5 and therefore also has

The

30

$

(10.60)

Congo - K franc
Cote d'Ivoire CFA franc

9

Official
£

Algeria dinar

on

a

fixed value of CFA655.9
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South Africa
KEY INDICATORS

Population
Gross National Income at current

prices

Unit

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

millions

36.19

36.99

37.8

38.63

39.47

40.34

USSmillion

122297

130781

1998

1999

41.23

42.13

43.05

129699

1997

128882

134504

147238

140021

144415

151118

143128

147637

133380

GDP at current prices

USSmillion

120245

130533

130488

135822

GDP at constant 1990 prices

USSmillion

200846

196553

198978

205413

211813

220608

226131

227365

-1.00

-2.10

1.20

3.20

3.10

4.20

2.50

0.50

3323

3529

3452

3516

3829

3548

3581

3166

18.30

19.40

19..80

20.20

Growth in GDP at constant prices

USSmillion

GDP per capita

19.80

20.20

20.10

20.00

Private consumption as a % of GDP

63.40

63.70

62.30

62.10

62,60

62.70

63.40

63.00

savings as a % of GDP

-3.10

-7.30

-6.70

-S.90

-4.20

-4.90

-4.90

-3.90

6.50

9.00

9.40

9.40

7.60

7.80

6.70

5.20

2.40

2.40

2.50

2.50

Government consumption as a % of

Government
Private

GDP

savings as a % of GDP

Government investment as a % of GDP
Private investment

as a

% of GDP

3.40

2.80

2.50

2.30

10.70

9.50

11.00

13.10

13.70

12.80

11.60

10.00

101.20

Manufacturing production index

1995=100

93.90

90.60

91.50

94.00

100.00

100.80

104.00

Mining production index

1990=100

99.00

99.40

102.30

100.80

100.00

98.30

100.30

98.80

113.30

76.00

94.20

105.50

89.80

115.90

114.70

15.30

13.90

9.70

9.00

8.70

7.40

8.60

6.90

1990=100

Agricultural production index.

%change

Inflation
Merchandise exports as a

% of QDP

19.8

18.8

19

19.4

19.9

21.2

21.1

21.8

Merchandise imports as a

% of GDP

14.3

14

14,2

16.1

18.1

19.3

19.6

20.4

-1.5

-1.6

Current accout

as a

% of GDP

Capital and financial accounts as a % of GDP
Overall balance

as a

% of GDP

Domestic currency per US$-end of year
Total debt

as a

% of GDP

Total debt

as a

% of exports of goods

and services

Budget deficit/surplus as a % of GDP
Total public

debt as a % of GDP

Interest rate-Treasury
M1 money

M1

%

%

M2

as a

M3

as a

-1.5

-1.4

-0.7

-3.9

0.9

3.8

0.4

3.3

1.4

1.3

0.2

-2.3

0.7

1.8

-0.9

1.8

-0.7

2.74

3.05

3.4

3.54

3.64

4.68

4.86

5.86

22.2

22.3

23.1

24.4

23,4

24.1

26.6

29.1

89.6

93.4

94.3

98.8

101.7

96.3

105.4

106.8

-4.21

-8.18

-8,69

-5.02

-5,16

-4.89

-3.02

-2.56

36.82

40.45

43,45

49,12

49.55

49.25

48,28

50.47

13.94

15.93

14.65

17.2

26674.01 30897.54 31508.65

35570.22

36494,78

30.9

17,29

23.59

60894.58 67339.56 60724.89

69365.59

65401.85

15.75

18.68

13.7

68887.14 77050.06 68198.43

76901.58

73131.07

12.04

10.19

14.02

17.5

6.74

15.73

10.8

3.95

USS millions 66562,89 64548.22 62079.86

supply

growth rate

0.1

USS millions 56629.45 56361.09 52654.79

supply

M3

1.1

US$ millions 22201.59 23432.17 22479.94

suply

M2 growth rate
M3 money

1.5

16.15

bill rate

growth rate

M2 money

1.9

-1.3

%

% of GDP

23.74

20.61

19.26

13.85

12.27

7.96

7.01

15.72

15.16

13.61

17.15

14.55

47.10

43.18

40.35

4.83

44.56

42.43

46.98

49.03

50.99

47.65

52.09

54.83

55.36

% of GDP

12.47

,

49.45

47.58

50.72

Exports and Imports
Mmn

gold

Export

Main export as a

% total exports

22%

Main

Japan, Italy,United States of America
Capital goods, raw materials and semi- maufactured goods

Main

80%

Destination of main export

Import
inoport as a % of total imports
Origin pf main import

Germany, USA, UK, Japan, Iran, Hongkong , China and Australia

Source:SARIPS/SAPES Databank
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Key Business Contacts
South Africa and Swaziland

Tel.

South Africa
Fact File

Fax.

00-(2712)310 9791
00-2712) 323 0234

DEVELOPMENT BANK OF SOUTH

Sandton 2146

AFRICA (DBSA)

Tel.

P. O. Box 1274

Fax. (2711) 883 6569

Tel.

Fax.

00-27-11) 313 3086

Capital City
Pretoria

FOUNDATION FOR AFRICAN
BUSINESS AND CONSUMER

Main Towns:

SERVICES (FABCOS)
P. O.Box 8785

Johannesburg
Durban

Johannesburg 2000

Cape Town

Tel.

(2711) 832 1911
Fax. (2711) 836 5920

Languages
Afrikaans, English, Ndebele,

MINISTRY OF ENTERPRISE AND

EMPLOYMENT

P. O. Box 451

Mbabane
Tel. (268)51 43201

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Swati, Tsonga, Tswana, Venda,

CORPORATION (IDC)

Xhosa and Zulu. Other African,
Asian and European languages
are also spoken.

P. O Box

784055,

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Sandton 2146

AND TRADE

Tel.

P. O. Box 518

Fax.

2 Hours

00-(2711) 269 3000
00-(2711) 269 3116

Mbabane
Tel. (268) 51 42661

Fax.(268) 51 42669

Business Hours

Monday to Friday: 9.00am 5.00pm
Saturday: 8.30am 0 3.00 pm
Many shops in the metropolitan
areas open on Sundays: 9.00am

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT &
INVESTMENT CENTRE (IDIC)

Private

Bag X84, Pretoria 0001

Tel. 00-(2712) 310 9786
Fax.
-

00-(2712) 322 0149

1.00am

SWAZILAND CHAMBER OF

COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

P. O. Box 72, Mbabane
Tel. (268) 51 44408

Fax.(268) 51 45442

Banking Hours
Monday to Friday: 9.00am

JOHANNESBURG CHAMBER OF
-

3.30pm

Saturday: 8.30am

Swaziland

Fax.(268) 51 44711

Northern Sotho, Southern Sotho,

+

(2711) 883 3737

Halfway House 1687
00-(2711) 313 3911

Head of State
Thabo Mbeki

Time: GMT

SOUTH AFRICA FOREIGN TRADE

ORGANISATIONS (SAFTO)
P. O. Box 782706

-

11.00 am

0102

chamber@dial.pipex.S7.

COMMERCE (NAFCOC)

P. O. Box

61213, Mashaltown 2107
(2711) 336 0321
Fax. (2711) 336 0420
Tel.

TAHI

P.O Box 35100, Menlopark
Tel. (2712) 348 5440
Fax. (2712) 47 7720

e-mail;

RECONSTRUCTION &
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

(RDP)
Private

SWAZILAND INDUSTRIAL

DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

P. O. Box 866

Mbabane
Tel. (268) 51 43391-3
Fax. (268)51 45619

Bag XI000,

Pretoria 0001

TIBIYO TAKA NWANE

BALCK MANAGEMENT FORUM

Tel.

P. O. Box 62070,
Marshaltown 2107

Fax. (2712) 323 9512

P. O. Box 181,
Kwaluseni

Tel. (2711) 33338532/3
Fax. (2711) 333 7806

(2712) 328 4708

Tel. (268) 51 84390

Fax.(268) 51 84399
SOUTH AFRICA CHAMBER OF
BUSINESS (SACOB)

DEPARTMENT OF TRADE &

P.O Box 91267,
Auckland Park 2006

INDUSTRY (DTI)

Tel.

Private

Fax. (2711)726 1344
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Apropos “African Modes of
Self-Writing”: Adieu Mbembe
Archie

A

chille Mbembe writes about

dimensional scale and their persistence

Africa and the Africans like

be attributed to

Lord Hume. However,

Lord

was ignorant about Africa.
Although strange, it would not be too

Hume

Looking into the future: The
37
feasibility of creating a women’s
party

in Zimbabwe

Patricia McFadden

far-fetched to accuse Mbembe of the
same. It is not clear whether he takes
this

position because there is nothing

valid about Africa; or because
all is reducible to a “collective
real

Mafeje

or

imaginaire.” Lord Hume is saved by
being a good European philosopher.
strength of his text on “African
Modes of Self-Writing”, there is reason
to believe that he is neither a philosopher
nor a good African historian. Unlike
philosophers who rely on elevated (not
abstracted) discourse and precision for
making their case, Mbembe’s technique
is caricature. Similarly, unlike historians
who adduce evidence to validate their
claims and

are

very

particular about

a

well-established fact. Therefore,

Mbembe’s
come

in

to

supposition that these have

constitute “African discourse

general” is bom of philosophical and
ignorance.

historical

Consistent

with

the

same

methodological inexactitude, Mbembe
attributes to the African discourse

metaphysical

of “self-

notions

alienation”. This is not true of
continental Africans. It might be true of
the African diaspora, especially those
in the

French-speaking territories. He
by
referring “in particular” to Cesaire’s
confirms the validation to his case,
work. He could have cited

a

few others

including Franz

periodisation, Mbembe excels in

in his

decontextualised abstractions and

Fanon, before any reference to later

catalogues. For instance, it is not clear
why philosophically he refers to what

continental

he

calls

“economicism”

and

misguided

way,

Francophone writers whose
largely derivative, with the
exception of Leopold Senghor, who was
ideas

were

contemporary of Cesaire. It can

as forms of historicism
and how this became characteristic of
all African thought. Likewise,

a

historically-speaking, it is not apparent
how phenomena such as imperialism,
colonialism, apartheid, dependency, and
more recently, globalisation can be
lumped together and put on a one-

themselves is

“metaphysics”
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mental sclerosis that

African scholars. Have not
these been a preoccupation of the left
universally since the middle of the 19*
century? Only a poor philosopher or
historian would not be cognizant of such

What is Mbembe’s claim to fame? On
the

a

is peculiar to

be

stated for certain that the idea of
Africans

being alienated from
sociologically and

anthropologically unfounded. In my 36
years in exile, I have mingled with many
Africans and 1 have always been
impressed by the extent to which they
33
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are

not alienated

from themselves,

determining the legitimacy of

despite colonial imposition.

authentic African discourse”.

These Africans have not been
affected by bourgeois individualism.

Coming, as it
executive execretary

Perhaps, the southern white racists who
quipped that “you can take the native
of the bush but never the bush out
of him” might have been right. In South
out

Africa,

surprised and at times
the way “educated” Africans
were willing to assert their
self-identity
after three hundred years of “white
civilisation”. Did they not, in their
moment of glory, get Mandela out of his
tailored western suits, engage him in a
most were

shocked by

veritable African

seance

while his

imbongi (traditional bard) was prancing
on the podium
during his
inauguration in Pretoria (the last bastion
around

of Afrikanerdom)? The idea of Africans

being alienated from themselves is part
of a self-fulfilling prophecy perpetrated
by the advocates of the so-called white
civilising mission. It is a psychological
ploy used to undermine the belief of
modem Africans in themselves. It is

a

pernicious theory first propounded by
Western liberal sociologists who
introduced concepts like “acculturation”
and “westernisation.” Borrowing from
other cultures has never implied the total
transformation of the receiving cultures
into the self-image of the source culture.
The same applies to the now fashionable
concept of “globalisation”.
In Achille Mbembe’s mind the
victims

or

would-be victims of the above

trajectories

are

accused of being the

perpetrators of what they are defending
themselves against. He refers to two
currents of

which

thought in Africa, one of
“developed out of an emphasis

difference and the condition of the
native”. This is part of Mbembe’s
on

personal apologetics, which should not
distract us from more important things.
The authors of racism

“otherness” in
Africa are the whites. Faced with the
antithesis of their own creation, they are
or

trying to blame others. In doing so, they
have found advocates such as Achille
Mbembe who, in his intellectual

gyrations, hopes to sway the weakminded. His alleged second line of
thought in Africa refers specifically to
the intellectual representations of
African scholars. According to him, this
line of thought “uses Marxist and
nationalist categories to develop an
imaginaire of culture and politics in
which a manipulation of the rhetoric of
autonomy, resistance, and emancipation
serves

34

as

the

sole criterion for

does, from

organisations such as the Group of 77,
which were actively involved in the
struggle for creating a New International

an
an

of the Council for
Development and Scientific Research in
Africa (CODESRIA), this charge is
most revealing because Mbembe
denigrates what have been the most
successful representations by African

Economic Order (NIEO).
It is, therefore, strange that

Mbembe
those
linked to such efforts of parochialism.
Our intellectual representations were
based on a deep appreciation of the
forces at work in the global system.
can

take the

liberty to

intellectuals so far. This Includes what
he calls the Dar-es-Salaam School,
CODESRIA and the Third World
Forum in Dakar, as well as SAFES, in

SAPEM.

confuses
From its

Southern

African

Harare.

Economic

Mbembe

staff at the

University of Dar-es-Salaam

self-declared Marxists. As such

they regarded themselves not as
nationalists but internationalists, and
hence the concept of “culture”, African
or

otherwise,

never

SAFES

with

inception, the
Political

and

Monthly (SAPEM) was
meant to give critical intellectual
support to the then Frontline States in
their bitter struggle against the South
African apartheid state and its subimperialism. This went well-beyond the
petty nationalism of individual states,
as is shown by the eventual creation of
the Southern African Development

If Mbembe is not guilty of plain
foolishness, then he is guilty of
unforgivable ignorance regarding these
institutions and their genesis. For
instance, only 6 percent of the academic
were

accuse

Coordination Conference (SADCC)
later renamed S ADC.

featured in their

If it had not been for these

gallant

discourse. Dialectical materialism was
their chosen epistemology and that,

Pan-Africanist struggles, Mbembe

frequently put them at loggerheads with

South Africa and tasted the nectar of its
white or pink roses.

would have

the Tanzanian nationalists.

If

Mbembe

historically

does

not

CODESRIA

know,
the

What is

is

brainchild of the Third World Forum
internationalists. It was African

never seen

the

splendour of

missing in Mbembe’s black

list is the African Association of
Political Sciences (AAPS), another

possible that the neo-Marxists
intellectually but it

example of a Pan-African organisation
which in opposition to domination by
American political scientists, tried to
find its own niche. It explicitly debated
the question of whether it could
inaugurate an African political science
sui generis in the same way the
Americans did in the 1930s. Ironically
enough, it is a mark of the porousness
of the type of pan-Africanist
organisations targeted by Mbembe
which made it possible for a fifth

certain that radical African
nationalism became the binding force in

columnist like him to enter the ranks.
To this, they have no reply because their

CODESRIA

candidate turned out to be

nationalists
who
indigenised
CODESRIA by spuming both Frank’s

independencia theory and Wallerstein’s
world-systems paradigm and, instead,
insisted

on an

Afro-centric discourse. In

doing so, they might have still relied on
Marxist methodology but for different
purposes. This would make neoMarxists of those affected.
It is

remained dominant
is

as

an

institution.

Presumably, Mbembe is oblivious of
these finer distinctions because for him
both the neo-Marxist and the nationalist

tendency turned CODESRIA into a den
of vipers, an ogre he was determined to
fight tooth and nail, forgetting that he
was insignificant.
The Third World Fomm to which
Mbembe makes references is a different

kettle of fish which he, given his
alienation and ignorance, cannot begin
to

fathom. The Third World Forum

was

thoroughly internationalist and, among
other things, was supposed to be an
intellectual wing of Third World

a
corrupt petty
dictator, given to intrigue and subterfuge
something unknown in the annals of
-

CODESRIA under what Mbembe calls
Marxist nationalists. In fact, his
behaviour became indistinguishable
from that of the African dictators he so

self-righteously condemns in theory.
The Politics of

Africanity and

Universalism
Under this title, Mbembe takes great
liberties and becomes irresponsible, if
not reckless.

Firstly, his major premise

that “Marxist and nationalist streams of
SAPEM SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER 2(KM)
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thought

are

permeated by the tension

between voluntarism and victimisation”

is both

vulgar and seriously flawed

epistemologically. Marxism believes in
neither voluntarism

nor

victimisation.

victimization

we

find

a

reading of self

and the world as a series of fatalities. In

history, it is thought, there is
nor aceident. Our history
is essentially governed by forces beyond
African

neither

irony

control”. This declaration is both

the

debate

on

the

status

of

ethnophilosophy in African thought. The
critical question is: to what extent are
intellectual representations culturally
molded? Language, symbolism,
rhetoric, and historical experience

According to dialectical materialism, far
from being victimisation, class struggle
is the motive force of all history and sets

our

the parameters within which

impersonalised African history, thought
nor the defeatism implied by Mbembe’s

universalism, Mbembe seems to think
that he has access to a universal or meta-

is not “instrumentalist” because it

grotesque pronouncement.
Mbembe gets carried away to the

conceives of material forces as social

point of sounding mantic and in the

forces, which are not blind but full of
consciousness, whether true or false. If

process whips up huge waves
confusion and fantasy. For instance,

language that is culturally - and
ideologically neutral e.g. French or
English. However, English-speaking or
French-speaking African does not
necessarily think or speak like the
British or the French. Ironically, those
who assert their Africanity do so in the
same borrowed languages. Contrary to

individuals,
as subjects of history, collectively
reali.se themselves. Secondly, Marxism

Mbembe

was

well schooled, he would

have known that it is

positivism, not

Marxist, which is instrumentalist

precisely because it makes a distinction
between fact and value, between subject
and object, and is predicated on
prediction (when and where).
This is different from Marxism
which endows history

with an immanent

force without time-frame, except

“ultimately” or in the “last instance”.
This indeterminancy allows for all sorts
of interventions but refuses to treat them

accidental. This is true of all

as

grand

theories, otherwise they would not be
able to guarantee their own logical
coherence.

Having denounced African “Marxist
nationalists” and their purported
Africanity on erroneous grounds,
Mbembe clearly reveals that he is a soul

self-contradictory and
There

caricature.

to

Africa. He refers to the “darker side”

Enlightenment which “saw in the
African sign something distinct, unique,
and even indelible, which separated it
from all other human signs”. In his
testimony, this gave justification to the
belief that “Africans should be kept
within the limits of their presupposed
difference". “Because of this radical
difference, it is legitimate to exclude
them, both de facto and de jure, from
the sphere of full and complete human
citizenship: they have nothing to
contribute to the work of the universal”.
It is this attitude to which
a

heartfelt respon.se.
Mbembe throws

Africanity is

in the
works by spurning Africanity in toto.
With great eloquence, he declares: “At
the heart of the paradigm of
spanner
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of

“castrate” Africans for the benefit of

Mbembe’s

supposition, this does not
“ghettoise” them, as they have access
to what is given to other English or
French speakers elsewhere in the world.
One of the implications is that while
culture accounts for diversity, it does not
preclude selective borrowing. The issue
is imposition. Insofar as this is true,
Africanity cannot but be antithetical to
white racism and imperialist domination
while reserving the right to borrow
selectively from the West. This is a far
away cry from Mbembe’s universalist
mumbo-jumbo.
Race and the

Suffice it to say, apart from this
demonstrable travesty of facts, Mbembe

history by pretending

were

the authors of racial

categories. He refers to Senghor’s
concept of “Negritude” as justification.
Historically, two things are involved
here. First, Africanity could not possibly
mean the same thing to succeeding
generations of African intellectuals.
Secondly, the racial category, “Negro”,
used by Senghor was invented by
European physical anthropologists who
divided humanity into Caucosoids,
Mongoloids, Negroids, etc. Senghor’s
crime was to

use

these racial stereotypes

uncritically. Nevertheless, it could be
argued in mitigation that his definition
was
actually cultural, and his
problematique was definitely white
racism in a colonial setting. This does
not commit later generations of PanAfricanists to the same conflation
between race/colour and culture.
In fact,

a

In his fascination with

others?

that Africans

of the

determinant factors of this

process.

an

banner of Africanity, to which he is so
averse. Could it be that Mbembe wishes

while his universalism is

to

emerge as

neither

revival of Pan-Africanism under the

tries to re-write

lofty ideals of the Enlightenment which
recognise the common identity of all
human beings and their capacity to
reason, he condemns the Enlightenment
for its duplicity, especially with regard

unwarranted

he
reaches the astounding conclusion that:
“Ultimately, the African is supposed to
be merely a castrated subject, the
passive instrument of the other’s
enjoyment”. In the text, it is not clear
whose supposition this is. If it were true,
it would be impossible to account for
such historical processes as the struggle
against colonialism in Africa or against
apartheid in South Africa; the rebellion
against the World Bank structural
adjustment programmes; the revolt
against one-party dictatorships and
presidents for life in Africa; and the

divided within itself. He .shows that

inspired by the

an

is

Senghor has been severely

criticised by some
who at the

African philosophers

same

time insist

on

indigenising knowledge. This is another
form of Africanity, which has revived

Meaning of Symbols

This sub-title is

transposition and a
paraphrase of Mbembe’s actual subtitles, done to improve legibility and
brevity. In Mbembe’s mind, racism is
associated with actually existing races
since he goes into a long and
a

interminable discussion about the
existence of non-black Africans

on

the

African continent. This is beside the

point because all these various peoples
subjected to
white racism, irrespective of their
complexion. For example, Asians and

had been colonised and

Chinese had come to Africa not on their
aceord but under the auspices of white
colonialism. The emergence of identities
like Creoles versus others in Liberia,
Sierra Leone, and the Gambia are
attributable to British colonial meddling.

had not been for British
colonial imposition, the Moslems in the
North and the Christians/animists in the
South might have never had to confront
each other within the same unitary state.
The list could be extended ad infinitum
but this would not be necessary, as the
rest of the story is well-known to
African historians. There is no implied
In Sudan, if it
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justification of atrocities Africans have
perpetrated against one another, but a
simple indication that to a great measure
these are a result of colonial meddling,
including inventing tribes for the
purpose of colonial imposition {divide
et impera).
Colonialism might be simply a
memory, as the self-proclaimed man of
the universe is inclined to think, but its

heritage is still very much with us,
including white racism. Thus,
Mbembe’s enumeration of non-black

peoples is of no avail, theoretically and
practically. It is undeniable that there is
only one human race, and that colour
is

incidental

and

variable.

As

Mbembe’s

colleague and compatriot,
Fabien Boulaga, reiterated: “History
shows that race is not a logical or
scientific problem, but a political
problem in search of an absolute,
metaphysical justification. Who should
command and who should obey? In the
name

of what?” (CODESRIA Bulletin,

I, 2000). In other words, racism is
social-construct that is aimed

a

at

justifying relations of social domination

sociology of knowledge by contending
that any political reaction against these
is nothing else but a fantasy. Actual

experience (including memory) which
puts on the political agenda certain
issues and infuses them with great social
significance. White racism is an
experienced fact in Africa and looms
large. It is associated with trans-Atlantic
slavery, colonialism, and Apartheid, as
Mbembe acknowledges but does not
credit. Unlike any other episodes, these
had universal implications for the
continent. There might be other issues.
However, for the time being, white
domination in both its internal and
external manifestations is seen as an
intolerable historical heritage, which
Africans can do without. Contrary to
Mbembe’s effusions of fancy, nobody
believes that this will solve all African

problems. The issue is political

space
and restitution, and not retribution, as
white apologists seem to insinuate.

Like any

social discourse, these
subjective representations involve use
of self-evident symbols such as “black”
and “white”. I am convinced that they

and subordination. It is true that various
contradictions exist amongst people

are
not amenable to Mbembe’s
existentialist cum post-modernist

everywhere but they are of different
order. Social prejudices are legion in
human societies. This notwithstanding,
Mbembe displays a woeful lack of

interpretation. The reason is that, unlike
presuppositions of these
philosophies, they are collective,
political, and programmatic e.g. the
the

occupation of “white farms” by “black
ex-combatants” in Zimbabwe, the
invasion of former white universities by

“unqualified blacks” in South Africa, or
the invasion of white suburbs by
“darkies” in a similar manner. These

seemingly mundane activities have

postmodern theories, which

are antisocial, if not nihilistic. If one is on the
receiving end or at the bottom of the pile
like the Africans, it is very important to

say, when everything has been subjected
abstract or theoretical analysis, what
next? Therefore, apart from being

to

objects for interpretation, symbols have
social meanings. In the context of
Africanity, even as a fictitious or
invented identity, “black” and “white”
in post-colonial Africa signify a real
social contradiction. Thus, there can be
no

“free-floating signifiers” who at the

time want to use the continent as
footstool for extraverted intellectual

same
a

projects. Achille Mbembe has indeed
become a wayward African intellectual
who confuses feigned erudition with
committed scholarship. Internationally,
there are philosophical as well as
practical issues to be addressed.
However, the question is: how are these
to be broached, without
losing
authenticity or intellectual integrity?*
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Gender

Looking into the Future:
of Creating a
in Zimbabwe

The Feasibility
Women’s Party

Patricia McFadden

of the controversy that surrounds the idea of women forming a political party

A lot

of their

arises because ofits implications for power relations between women and men. There are
several issues that can be focussed on, things that make the issue problematical for certain
own

people, including women. It should not be problematical if women want to form a political
party and want to occupy political space in the public sphere.

H

owever,
women

the manner in which
enter the public and

traffic within it is what is at

‘problem’ is linked to
women becoming political in ways
which men have always assumed
were their prerogative. The tension
stake. The

around this issue is felt even before

begin serious discussions
forming a women’s political
party. The consideration of setting up
a women’s party itself draws people’s
attention. Often when we begin to
explain why women need to form a
political vehicle of their own which will
women

about

‘proximate’ to
which are still so
hegemonically occupied as male givens,
body language changes. Some women
become vigilant and pensive while
enable them to become
those sites of power,

others don

a

frown

on

their foreheads

a quick calculation of what
possible consequences of even
considering this idea might be. A
political party emerging from the
as

they do

the

women’s

movement

embedded in the

should

be

principles and values

have crafted, albeit with
much contestation but which represent

that

women

long time, African
political discourse has been stuck

their vision. For
male

a

cul-de-sac, unable to lead in new
and sustainable ways.
in

a

All
Africa
the

political parties in power in
identical. They are cut from

are

same narrow

sectarian, nationalist

ideological cloth, and are miserably
give new, dynamic leadership.

unable to

On the other hand, the

women’s
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movement is the most

all societies

on

dynamic force in

the continent. Women

breaking into hitherto predominantly
are challenging
male cultural hegemony which mystified
many aspects of life - issues of violation,
militarism, sexual vulnerability and
manipulation, sexual autonomy, rights
which spread across all aspects of
human life, boundless and vibrant

are

male domains. Women

notions of human dignity and self. These
are

the

resources

and wealth, which

a

would mobilise and
galvanise to make politics different in

women’s party
very

fundamental

ways

in all African

societies.In authoritative societies,

anybody setting

up a

political party

poses a challenge to those in power. It
is particularly so when women consider

political parties as vehicles
to
transport them to political
power in ways which those in power
‘normally’ do not consider. The main
reason is that political parties are very
setting

up

masculine. Women have

always been
political parties but
never really owned or invented political
parties for themselves. The time to
establish women’s political parties to
challenge male hegemony in the political
associated with

arena

is

now.

over

the fear that

and

othered.

Women

must

get

they will be vilified
Society always

demonises and vilifies

women

when

they ‘leave the reservations’ which
men have defined as ‘women’s spaces’.
Men

feel

scared when

threatened
women

and

run

break loose from

their patronage to enter

Parliament;

challenge those archaic, fossilised,
male practices which
give Parliament it’s ‘distinctive’ air.

to

backward
When

begin to be critical

women

and to raise crucial issues which face
the

majority of citizens

-

poverty,

degradation, lack of accountability,
impunity, lies, corruption and disrespect
then they will be doing politics, real
politics. Without political parties,
the authority and legitimacy which
comes from women as a constituency
-

which knows what it wants and

importance of
accountability and justice in ways which
no other group has ever done, women
will basically be spending valuable time
trying to stay within the confines of
masculine notions of what they can or
cannot say or think - in male owned
parties. After all, political parties as they
are now, are patriarchal vehicles which
ensure, first and foremost, the interests
understands

of the
The

men

the

who

own

and direct them.

imperative facing
setting up

Zimbabwe in

women
a

in

women’s
37
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political party is directly related to the
imbalance of power relations between
men and women, which are not
likely
to change for a long time. It is an illusion
to

think that

women can

convince

drastic and serious

creating their
contest men
our

as

citizens

can

the spectra

of our existence. Women and
girls in the home; in the rural spaces of
Angola, the DRC and Zimbabwe are
being subjected to this violence. Hear
the shattering silence of women’s pain
as they flee thousands of
misogynist men
who rape and pillage their bodies and

Women know and understand

the power

which people who control
parties can mobilise and use. They hope
that by supporting men in political
parties, their interests will be catered

souls

political

ones

spaces.
are the

There

who occupy

the bodies of Black

men are

The

reason

and

as a

better

the Black man^s

women.

women

Women have been too scared to set up
their own political parties because of the
If

men to

be nice,

anything, they would still be bare

foot and pregnant, at the sink.
Therefore, first and foremost, we have
to recognise that the status
quo
is not
the

near

cruel, selfish, violent, destructive,
and

they have refused to move into the
in terms of democratisation
and basic human dignity. The
viciousness, arrogance and impunity
21 St century

with which

men

treat women as

as women cannot

Women should not

citizens

be condoned.

plead for their
inalienable right to live in a democratic
society. Unless women take dramatic.
38

Who

become, as they leave
the past behind, will be determined by
where enlightened women stand. We are

future in terms of women’s

chauvinistic in the most backward ways,

and

This is first and foremost a crisis for the
Africans.

going to change dramatically in

political interests. African men are the
most patriarchal men in the world.
They
remain the most pre-occupied with war
and militarisation. They care the least
for their people, even those with whom
they are most intimate. They are greedy,

in the main.

The horrors that the white man has
unleashed upon the reality of Black
women across this
region for hundreds
of years are innumerable and frightful.

unleash upon them.

waited for

women

about

war

against the white man^
onto the bodies of Black

constituency with political
interests, women have not presented
women, as an alternative to male parties.

men

in the main.

Rape and sexual pillage
signifies the extension of

is that until now, as voters,

backlash which

women

party

ideological patriarchal
Many women

political ‘animals’ than

the forests and ‘bushes’ of

region. Rape and sexual pillage
signifies the extension of the Black
man’s war against the white man, onto

a

issues involved here.
think and believe that

across

this

political party and so until now
they have voted for men, because men
the

- we will not survive as
Africa will not make it through

unleashed in greater measures on the
bodies and lives of women across all

political sphere fundamentally because
they appeal to the political instincts of

women

certainly becoming post-colonial in new
and exciting but also dangerous and very
vicious ways. Those who wield power,
especially power which is located in the
occupancy of the state and its machinery,
will spare no opportunity to further
entrench and safe-guard their interests
and political parties are central to that
agenda. Through forming a political
party women begin to de-feminise
politics and to explode the myth that
only men can create and drive political
parties and politics in general. When
women do politics, it is
immediately
feminised. The media is a leading culprit
in the reproduction of women as sexual
objects rather than as a political
-

agency which can transform
societies.

where the power to control

The evidence is abundantly
present. There are high levels of
violence against women being

purpose.
Men have been able to dominate the

are

political parties to

this century.

be

for. Women understand the value of

like

economies, laws, political and social

women.

positioned within the central sites of
decision-making in society. A political
party is the strategic vehicle for this

women.

-

institutions lies

men

be nice and share power. Women have
to find an effective mechanism to ensure
to

that their interests

own

measures

When

women enter

vehicles that

our

politics through

defined, constructed
and, owned by men, then their identities
within

are

political parties become

feminised identities. In Zimbabwe and
South Africa, for

example, women
political positions and play
political roles which are linked to the
feminised, domesticating, nurturing
roles that women play in other spheres
of their lives. By forming their own
parties, women will experience a critical
shift in their consciousness. They will
begin to think of themselves more as
politically autonomous beings.
The notion of feminisation is not only
about women in politics. It is about
making distinctions between women’s
politics and women in politics. A women
in politics requires a space where
occupy

women can

craft ideas and formulate

strategies; where women can develop
new ways of
relating to each other and
to other people in society; where women
can articulate their interests
specifically
as women, as

citizens who have a female

gender. On the other hand, a women’s
politics can be counter-posed to the
notion of women in politics, which is
very broad, and very much about
occupying those roles that women have
occupied traditionally within male
political systems.
The myth and the lie in our societies
are that when men do
politics it
is without a gender identity. On the other
hand, when women do politics
it is about them
women

and

as women.

men

Inevitably,
gendered
patriarchal

wear

identities because that is how

society currently labels

However,

us.

that is not the contention of most

men

in

the

public. The real issue is that women
are
establishing a relationship with
forms of power which men have used
effectively to control women while they
enjoy the privileges that come with that
power. Men in political power have
adequate food, accumulate wealth,
enjoy the ‘respect’ of the citizenry, they
are mobile and visible, and
they assume
that it is natural for them to have these

privileges. In fact, all
those who strive

men,

especially
political

to access

the arrogant stance that
they are special and have a ‘divine’ right
to enjoy the benefits of
political power.
They go to war against each other to
power, assume
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keep their fists full of gold. Therefore,
a political party, which women own and
define, should demystify the lie. It must
make it

quite clear that politics is about
power, resources, and their deployment
either for personal, narrow sectarian
interests, or, for the larger issues and
challenges which face all societies,
particularly at the present time. In
reality, politics is not about being male
or female; it is about having an agenda,
having a constituency, having a vision;
wanting to go somewhere and finding
ways of getting there.
Thirdly, there is need for a political
party because women require space
which is their own. We have already
proved that women are very effective in
their own spaces as women. They have
formed their own organisations and have
become ‘the women’s movement’.
There

was

because

tremendous resistance to this

preferred women to stay
within the state structures but mostly in
men

the domestic

of

a

arena

woman.

movement in

-

the ‘natural’

Zimbabwe

autonomous

place

Before the women’s

emerged as an

movement, the state

ambushed and controlled it. Women had
to

operate

common

within ministries. This was a
position on the whole
moved out of
and created their own

continent. When
the state

women

organisations, they initiated a new
organisational culture. New feminist
organisational systems and a new genre

organisational theory is emerging.
are discussing how to run
organisations
differently.
An
organisation is not a non-ideological
space. Organisations are premised on
structured human relationships.
Organisations are expressions of
human relationships and human traffic
using those relationships, establishing
specific types of interactions. It is the
same thing with politics. If you want to
get your interests to the centre of society,
you have to have a vehicle that you own,
that you craft, that you drive, to take you
where you want to go. In Africa, there
is a growing women’s movement with
of

Women

its

own

structures,

activities. In politics,

identity and

it is the same thing.

have their

not have

the Women’s Movement is
open space

a

wide

where everybody can claim

rights, entitlements and identities, it
resembles
than

a

Social Movement rather

a

political structure. With a

it to discuss their

have

women

a

conference men can have

their

representative and women will
certainly allow them five minutes
during the conference. They do it to
women.

Additionally, men have used
political parties to occupy the state, to
become decision-makers in the most
critical

spheres of society. Women

have the courage to be

political in
public, to become citizens. Women
need to recognise, however, that
political parties would fragment the
assumed homogeneity of women. It
must

women’s movement to focus itself in

longer have the women’s movement.

a

political sense and ask critical
questions regarding their interests. Over
the centuries, men have used political
parties effectively. They have used them
to engage the state. Men who are outside
the state only engage with the state
effectively through political parties.
Women, on the other hand, have tended
to stay on the margins of society, trying
more

to

make

men

in the state understand that

they too have rights; that they are also
citizens; begging and pleading and
trying to convince men located in the
state, of the legitimacy of women’s
entitlements. Men who

are

situated in

political parties have a different identity
in relation to the state. They relate as
peers, making authoritative demands of
the state. Through a political party they
can demand accountability. Political
parties are vehicles through which
citizens demand accountability;
political accountability for democracy,
for the redistribution of critical

in the

society, for the
repositioning of individuals in society.
Political parties are means to power.
This is why it is so frightening, so
polemical, when women express their
resources

wish

to

establish

their

own

political party. The Namibian women
did so 3-4 years ago and the reaction of
the state and the wider society was
incredible. It
so

vicious.

was so

They

fast,

were

so

swift and

demonised,

as

why
own

the
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who want to join

issues. They are not yet saying that men
should not be in their parties. When

political party on the other hand, there
are specific guidelines, issues of loyalty,
demands on one’s time and expectations
based on agreed upon principles.
Having a political party enables the

so

parties? Women need their own political
spaces in order to create a new political
culture. In their political activism.

men

the

their

respective parties,

women

have

can use to

“un-Namibian”, presented as disloyal
to the liberation struggle and a threat to

Conservatives, liberals and radicals all
should

developed skills which
craft a political party.
Political parties are very good entry
points into the public. Women tend to
enter the public through political
parties. Political parties also represent
specific interests and this is where
the challenge is really located. Because
women

they

new

Namibian nation. The question

is what is the

problem here? After all
political
parties and have a men’s wing, for those
women can

establish their own

does not
Women

mean

that

women

would

no

have their movement, but

can

the

political parties would require that
they deal with the differences amongst

them. There
race, age,
etc. All

are

differences of class,

social location, education,

differences, which make it

so

difficult to be effective

politically,
would become more manageable. A
political party would reinforce the
politics of women rather than their
physicality. In politics, Zimbabwean
women

would have to

move

from the

that

belief

we

look alike, that we should dress the
same,

that

we

should all behave the

way, that we should all kneel in
front of men, eat least, sleep last, wake
same

up first and be the most tired people.
They need to move to a situation where
women would be citizens, contesting
critical resources, using a vehicle that

has been there for decades and which
has been very useful and effective to
men and which they need right now to

facilitate their citizenship.
A

political party is the most useful
through which women across
the continent can become post-colonial.
Women are in a process of leaving
behind all those old things that have
shaped them without their consent,
which most of them reluctantly
inherited. Some of these things will
persist, and women will have to fight
vehicle

‘new’ battles for

long time to come.
really moving to a new time,
qualitatively in the history of Southern
a

But we are

Africa. Women must make full
this moment and
new

move

use

of

societies to

a

time, marking the new spaces with

a new

political vision of themselves
39
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a

brick is

more
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things to
so

much

come.

at
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